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ABSTRACT
Thin metallic liners that provide leak-free service in cryogenic propulsion
systems are overwrapped with a glass-fiber composite that provides strength
and protection from handling damage. The resultant tube is lightweight,
strong and has a very low thermal flux. Several styles of tubing ranging
from 5 to 38 cm (2 to 15 in.) in diameter and up to 305 c m (I0 ft). long
were fabricated and tested at operating temperatures from 294 to 21 K
(+70 to -423°F) and operating pressures up to 259 N/sq cm (375 psi). The
primary objective for the smaller sizes was thermal performance optimiza-
tion of the propulsion system while the primary objective of the larger
sizes was weight optimization and to prove fabricability. All major pro-
gram objectives were met resulting in a design concept that is adaptable
to a wide range of aerospace vehicle requirements. Major items of develop-
ment included bonding large diameter aluminum end fittings to the thin
Inconel liner; fabrication of a 38 cm (15 in.) diameter tube from 0.008 cm
(0.003 in.) thick Inconel; and evaluation of tubing which provides essen-
tially zero quality propellant in a very short period of time resulting
in a lower mass of propellant expended in chilldown.
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COMPOSITE PROPULSION FEEDLINES FOR CRYOGENIC SPACE VEHICLES
By Charles A. Hall, Daniel J. Laintz
and John M. Phillips
MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORATION
SIIMMARY
This is the final report of a 16-month program that was conducted under
Contract NAS3-14370. The objective of the program was to develop light-
weight composite tubing and attendant fittings for use as cryogenic
plumbing on space vehicles. Tubing representative of four different
requirements was fabricated in sizes ranging from 5 to 38 cm (2 to 15 in.)
diameter and up to 305 cm (i0 ft) in length.
The smaller tubes were joined together into two separate systems repre-
sentative of the Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS) liquid oxygen (LOX) and
liquid hydrogen (LH2) feed systems for the Phase B Space Shuttle con-
figuration.
The larger 38 cm (15 in.) diameter tubes were fabricated in 305 cm (I0 ft)
lengths. One tube represented a section of the LOX main engine feedline
and one represented a section of the LH 2 main engine feedline for the
Phase B Shuttle configuration.
An analysis program assessed thermal, structural, weight and fabrication
parameters and formed the basis for the tubing design. Ultimately, thin
metallic liners 0.008 to 0.28 cm (0.003 to 0.011 in.) thick were selected
as the primary load-carrying member. These liners were overwrapped with
glass-fibers impregnated with a resin matrix suitable for cryogenic service
to strengthen the liners and protect them from handling or flight dynamics
damage. Concurrent with the analysis effort, preliminary tests were per-
formed to aid in selecting materials of construction. Tensile tests were
performed on composite cloth segments. Metallographic analyses evaluated
the end fitting configurations to assist in the development of an explo-
sively bonded joint between the liner and its end fitting. A preliminary
38 cm (15 in.) diameter specimen, approximately 90 cm (36 in.) long was
fabricated and used as a test bed for resolution of problems with the
liner fabrication and the explosive bonding of the end fitting.
Next, the ii tubes required for test were fabricated and verified ready
for test. Tube fabrication included liner welding, joining of the liners
to end fittings, instrumentation installation, overwrapping and curing,
and a series of in-process leak checks and other quality determinations.
The main engine tubes were subjected to a series of tests including
pressure cycling, temperature cycling, torsion, bending and burst. The
LOX main engine tube was destroyed during post-overwrap proof testing
and the test was, therefore, limited to temperature cycling of the
Inconel to aluminum joint. The failure during proof testing occurred
at one of the explosive bonded aluminum end fittings to Inconel liner
joints and was understandable since the joint was known to contain an
unbonded area covering about 10% of the tube circumference. The tube
contained two aluminum fittings, each bonded to the Inconel liner by
explosives. Damage which occurred at one end while welding the completed
tube into a system was repaired but residual work-hardening of the
Inconel prevented a completely successful rebonding. The LH 2 tube per-
formed very satisfactorily throughout the entire program.
The OMS tubes were subjected to a series of tests including chilldown,
steady-state flow, steady-state heat input in both the insulated and
uninsulated configuration, thermal and pressure cycling, radial thermal
conductivity, vibration and application of pressure to failure. The
OMS tubes performed satisfactorily during all tests, although small
leaks created some difficulty in the high-vacuum testing.
The results of this and the earlier program (I) clearly verify the advant-
ages of using glass-fiber composite tubing in cryogenic propellant service.
Some of the advantages include low thermal flux, lightweight construction,
low-heat-soakback from engines, rapid chilldown, high strength and handling
ease. This can be accomplished with only a moderate increase in cost --
in many cases for less than $60 per kg ($25 per pound) of weight reduced.
Additional work is needed to more fully develop the explosive bonding
concept, more adequately demonstrate the diameters used in large propul-
sion systems, and eliminate the leakage problems in some designs.
(i) C. A. Hail, T. J. Pharo, J. M. Phillips, and J. P. Gille: Low Thermal
Flux Glass-Fiber Tubing for Cryogenic Service. Martin Marietta Corp-
oration, Denver, Colorado, NASA CR-72797, March, 1971.
INTRODUCTION
In the continuing development of optimum performance cryogenic propulsion
systems, there is considerable interest in the reduction of system heat
gains and in minimizing total system weight. Considering the high heat
leak rates through conventional tubing systems, it is desirable that tech-
niques be developed to produce feedlines using a low heat leak material
such as composites, particularly if these feedlines also contribute to
weight minimization.
In a recently completed program, Contract NAS3-12047,Glass-Fiber Tubing
for CryoEenic Service,(1) Martin Marietta Corporation analyzed, designed,
fabricated and tested a series of composite propulsion feedlines designed
to limit the heat transfer through this portion of the propulsion system.
These feedlines incorporated a thin metal liner to eliminate leakage and
provide compatibility with cryogenic propellants. These thin metal liners
were overwrapped with a glass-fiber material using a suitable matrix.
Because the glass-fiber overwrap is a very good thermal insulator and
the thin metal liner has a very small cross-sectional area, the thermal
conductivity was reduced considerably in both radial and longitudinal
directions. Program results confirm the desirability of this concept.
Some of the advantages, in addition to low radial and axial thermal flux,
are lightweight construction, low axial heat-soakback from engines or
vaporizers, rapid chilldown, strength, and resistance to handling damage.
The 0.i0 cm (0.040 in.) minimum wall thickness used for all-metal feedlines
in a great majority of propulsion systems is dictated by handling and main-
tainability, not stresses. For example, an Inconel 718 or stainless steel
tube with a 0.003 cm (0.001 in.) wall thickness could carry all internal
pressure loads for many propulsion feedlines and tank vents but could not
be handled without incurring damage. Since composite tubing can be fabri-
cated with the metal liner wall thickness near 0.003 cm (0.001 in.) and
the handling and maintenance requirements can be met with a material having
a low density and a low thermal conductivity, lighter feedlines with re-
duced thermal flux characteristics result.
Several problems must be solved before lightweight low thermal flux tubing
can be used on a space vehicle such as the Space Shuttle. The solution of
these problems for the main engines, Orbiter Maneuvering System (OMS)
engines, and the Attitude Control Propulsion System (ACPS) cryogen plumb-
ing was the intent of this program. The objective of the work was to
design, fabricate, and evaluate glass-fiber composites for both the OMS
and the main engine feedline systems for application on the MDAC/MMC
Phase B Space Shuttle vehicle configuration as developed under Contract
NAS8-26016. Tubing specimens were designed, fabricated and subjected to
various portions of the specified test program. The Phase B Shuttle
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configuration, as of 1 July 1971, was considered as the baseline, and
although this baseline includes a cryogenic OMSsystem which has since
been deleted, the technology developed will be applicable to any cryo-
genic system of similar size.
The program consisted of two technical tasks, Task I - OMSFeedlines,
and Task II - Main Engine Feedlines. Each of these tasks consisted of
system design, analysis, test item and fixture fabrication, testing and
analysis of results. Specific items that were performed to accomplish
the program objectives included:
i) Selecting a set of boundaries for analysis and for use as design
parameters;
2) Modifying existing analytical models to incorporate the analysis of
glass-fiber overwrapped, metal-lined tubing;
3) Using the analytical models to assist in the design of the metal-
lined tubing including the selection of an optimum location for the
tubing, selection of thermal barriers, effects of various temperatures
at each end of the tubing, system weight and overall system perform-
ance;
4) Designing the test items using several designs to simulate the main
engine and the OMS feedline;
5) Fabricating the 38 cm (15 in.) diameter main engine feedlines and the
5 to 9.4 cm (2 to 3.7 in.) diameter OMS feedlines;
6) Testing the tubing to determine its capability to withstand the
necessary flight loads and requirements;
7) Correlating the experimental and analytical data to show the capability
of the analytic_l model to predict the tubing performance; and
8) Reporting future modifications or changes that would be incorporated
into flight-qualified feedlines.
The first effort consisted of selecting the candidate feedlines; performing
thermal, structural, weight and fabrication analyses; and designing the
test items and test fixtures.
Tube fabrication followed the design phase and included liner welding,
joining of the liners to end fittings, instrumentation installation, over-
wrapping and curing, and a series of in-process leak checks. Much of the
metal fabrication was subcontracted to highly experienced thin metal bellows
manufacturers. The test fixtures were fabricated concurrent with this
effort. The fabrication effort included the following:
4
5 sections of LH 20MS tubing;
4 sections of LOX OMS tubing;
1 section of LH 2 main engine tubing; and
I section of IOX main engine tubing.
For the OMS tubing, a series of thermal performance tests including chill-
down, steady-state heat input, radial thermal conductivity, and heat caps-
city were performed. Thermal and pressure cycling, vibration and burst
tests were also performed. The LH 2 main engine test item was subjected to
structural testing including thermal cycles, pressure cycles, bending
cycles, torsion cycles, and burst. The LOX main engine test item was only
subjected to s proof test and thermal cycles.
A complete analysis of the fabrication and test data was performed to docu-
ment the effectiveness, cost, reliability, and desirability of glass-fiber
composite tubing for cryogenic space vehicle applications. Structural
integrity and thermal quality were evaluated and compared to the predicted
performance. Recommendations for design improvements based on the above
comparison were established. The design criteria established in the ini-
tial design phase were updated as indicated by the data analysis.
All major program objectives were accomplished resulting in a usable concept
for effectively reducing thermal inputs and weight of propulsion systems.
DATA REVIEW AND BASELINE DEFINITION
The specific objectives of this program were to analyze, design, fabricate
and test cryogenic feedlines for space vehicles. The Phase B Space Shuttle
configuration as of I July 1971 was defined as the baseline for these activ-
ities.
The configuration and performance requirements of the shuttle propellant
feed systems were determined by a detailed review of the Phase B reports
from the McDonnell Douglas/Martin Marietta contract studies on the Space
Shuttle Vehicle. The primary sources of information were the Part II-2(A)
Technical Summary (2) and Part II(A) Detail Mass Properties (3) reports for
t_e orbiter and the Part 11-3 Technical Summary (4) and Part Ill(B) Detail
Mass Properties (5) reports for the booster. The information listed below
was obtained from this review and was used as criteria for the feedline
des igns :
i) Engine starts per mission:
Booster and orbiter main engines - i each,
OMS engines - I0,
ACPS pressurization - multiple;
2) Cooldown techniques:
Booster and orbiter main engines - wet, fill through feedline, active
recirculation system,
OMS engines - LH2, thermodynamic vent cooling,
LOX, recirculation plus 0.75% of full flow to cooldown pump and line,
ACPS - LH 2 and IX)X, thermodynamic vent cooling;
3) Time allowed to obtain start quality:
Since the OMS burns are long, usually i00 to 200 seconds, a fairly
long cooldown time of 2 to 3 minutes will be permissible although not
desirable;
4) Flowrstes:
OMS - LH2, 5.1 kg/sec (11.2 Ib/sec) or 2.5 kg/sec (5.6 Ib/sec)
LOX, 25.6 kg/sec (56.4 ib/sec) or 12.8 kg/sec (28.2 Ib/sec)
ACPS - LH2, 6.6 kg/sec (14.6 Ibs/sec)
LOX, 20.6 kg/sec (45.4 Ibs/sec)
Booster main engine -
i LH2, 97 kg/sec (214 ib/sec) in each engine duct
LOX, 3498 kg/sec (7716 Ib/sec) in each of two lines
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Orbiter main engine
LH2, 194 kg/sec (428 Ib/sec)
LOX 1178 kg/sec (2572 Ib/sec);
5) Line environment - temperature profile for a mission:
Orbiter - on-orbit nominal external temperature = 283 K (50°F)
Booster - wet, maximum for checkout, etc. 339 K (150°F)
6) System pressures (tank top):
OMS and ACPS
LH2, 22 N/sq cm (32 psi)
LOX, 28 N/sq cm (41 psi)
Booster main engine
LH2, 19 N/sq cm (28 psi)
LOX, 13.5 N/sq cm (19.5 psi)
Orbiter main engine -
LH 2 and LOX, 19 N/sq cm (28 psi).
Other data required for analytical models were also obtained by this review
and are listed in Appendix A of this report. Data not available in the
Phase B reports were developed as required during the program.
SELECTIONOFCANDIDATESYSTEMSAND
COMPARISONWITHSHUTTLEREQUIREMENTS
The following orbiter and booster propellant feed systems from the MDAC/MMC
Phase B Space Shuttle vehicle configuration as developed under Contract
NAS8-26016,were chosen as candidate systems.
Orbiter:
Main Engine LOXFeedline
Main Engine LH2 Feedline
OMSLOXFeedline
OMSLH2 Feedline
ACPSLOXFeedline
ACPSLH2 Feedline
Booster:
Main Engine LOXFeedline
Main Engine LOXFeedDucts
Main Engine LOXFill and Drain
Main Engine LH2 Feed Ducts
Main Engine LH2 Fill and Drain
APUExhaust Ducts
Candidate systems were chosen as those systems which afforded the largest
total system weight sdvings, including consumables, and met the temperature
and pressure constraints for composite tubing as developed under NAS3-12047.
The work performed does not include finalized detailed designs of the feed-
line systems but rather conceptual designs sufficient to determine the con-
figuration; including bends, size, length, etc., and the location of pumps,
engines, tanks, bellows, and etc. Configuration layouts and detail speci-
fications on lengths and diameters are included in Appendix B of this report.
The Phase B study configuration as baselined for the activity in this con-
tract includes a cryogenic OMSand ACPS. The current baseline includes an
earth storable propulsion system for these requirements. A vehicle which
will probably utilize LOXand LH2 as propellants is the SpaceTug. Th____e
Baseline Tug Definition Document (6), Rev. A, shows a cryogenic propulsion
system with feedlines configured approximately as shown in Figure I. A
comparison of working pressures and diameters between this program and the
Tug is shown in Table i. The similarities are evident and the need for
lightweight, thermally efficient feedlines is well established.
The main engine feedlines and auxilliary lines for the Phase B study are
similar to the currently proposed configuration. The major system change
to expendable cryogenic tanks has not altered the generalized concept for
the fill and drain lines, the LOX feedline which is currently abour 43 cm
(17 in.) diameter, or the i0 cm (4 in.) LOX recirculation line. The LH 2
pressurization and vent line is currently about 25 cm (i0 in.) diameter
and exceeds 33 meters (I00 ft) in length. A major portion of the LH 2
feedline is currently located inside of the I/{2 tank but it may still be
a candidate for composites.
Figures 2, 3 and 4 depict a typical external tank plumbing configuration.
This configuration is subject to considerable change as a result of trade
studies and the selection of a contractor for the external tanks. Table 2
shows the details of the various lines and potential weight reduction
based upon this one configuration.
1--
457
_47 cm
( 76 in.)
-- -!
10.7 m ( 35 foot )
Engine Retracted
382 205
LH 2
TaRk
i
LI
--I
60 37 LOX
J
J
411 cm
--(162 in. )
- I/{2 Feedline
Figure I. - Baseline Tug Overall Configuration
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TABLEi. - FEEDLINEREQUIREMENTSCOMPARISON-BASELINE
Description
Line Diameter - LOX(cm)
Line Diameter - LH2 (cm)
SPACETUGvs NAS3-14370
Baseline
Space Tug
Working Pressure* LOX(N/sq cm)
Working Pressure* - LH2 (N/sq cm)
Required Thermal Efficiency
Chilldown - Conditioning - LH2
Chilldown Conditioning - LOX
7.4
6.1
21
21
Good
Recirculating
System to Main-
tain Cold Line
None
Baseline
NAS3-14370
7.9 - 9.4
5.1 - 6.4
45
31
Good
NeedRapid Chill-
downand Low Thermal
Characteristics
Recirculst ing Sys-
tem to Maintain Cold
Line
* Includes head and 3g Acceleration for the
Space Tug. The numbers are approximate.
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ANALYS IS
The purpose of the analytical effort was to develop the techniques required
to predict the performance of the metal-lined glass-fiber composite feed-
lines and to establish criteria for the feedline design. All analyses were
based on information and criteria developed by the Phase B Space Shuttle
studies.
The ultimate objective of this program is to increase the payload capability
of the Space Shuttle vehicle. This objective can be accomplished by reduc-
ing the weight of the propulsion system components and by limiting the pro-
pellant lost due to boiloff and overboard bleed during feedline cooldowns.
The analysis activity during the program was, therefore, directed at the
following items:
l)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
Propellant expended in cooling feedlines prior to engine restarts;
Boiloff of propellants due to radial heat input and conduction down
the feedline;
Flange and/or connector design and weights;
Basic feedline structural weight;
Weight of insulation necessary on or in the feedline;
Weight of a vacuum jacket;
Effect of the number of feedline fills required for system restarts;
Weight of the pressurization system as a function of pressure drop;
Various planned flowrates.
The analysis performed in this program predicted the thermal characteristics
and the structural requirements of the OMS, ACPS and main engine feedlines.
The analyses performed and the results obtained are summarized in the follow-
ing paragraphs.
Steady-State Heat Input Analysis. - The purpose of this analysis was to
determine the propellant loss due to boiloff from the feedline filled with
liquid oxygen or liquid hydrogen. This analysis was performed on the flight
configuration of the OMS LOX and LH 2 feedlines and on the test configuration
of the OMS LOX feedline. The mass of the engine at the feedline outlet and
the mass of a'flow initiating valve in the feedline were included in the
analysis for each condition.
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OMS LOX flight configuration: This analysis was performed on the flight
configuration of the OMS IX)X feedline for each of the following conditions:
I) Bare line - all-metal -- emissivity (e) reflective;
2) Bare line - composite -- (e) not reflective;
3) Insulated line - all-metal;
4) Insulated line - composite;
5) Vacuum jacketed line - all-metal;
6) Vacuum jacketed line - composite;
7) Insulated and vacuum jacketed line - all-metal;
8) Insulated and vacuum jacketed line - composite.
This feedline has a length of 1130 cm (446 in.) with a diameter of 6.7 cm
(2.6 in.) and a length of 280 cm (ii0 in.) with a diameter of 5.5 cm
(2.1 in.). The smaller diameter line is connected to the engines. The
configuration of this feedline is shown in Figure B-2 of Appendix B.
The following operating conditions and requirements were considered for
this analysis:
i) The section of feedline next to the engine was assumed to be dry to
incorporate thermal resistance in the system;
2) A mission duration of 200 hours;
3) Nominal environmental temperature of 294 K (70°F) which intercepts the
temperatures useu in the Space Shuttle studies where the not case was
317 K (ll0°F) and the cold case was 278 K (40°F);
4) The temperature of liquid oxygen was set at 91K (-296°F) and the heat
of vaporization as 213 joules/g (91.7 Btu/ib);
5) Feedline wall thickness of 0.041 cm (0.016 in.).
Values of the heat transfer rate to the propellant were determined for the
hot, cold and nominal cases for each feedline condition. These values are
plotted in Figure 5 for the uninsulated all-metal and composite feedline
dry end sections.
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Figure 5. - Heat Transfer to Liquid Oxygen for Bare
All-Metal and Composite Feedline End Sections
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After the heat transferred to the propellant by the system heat leaks was
determined, the propellant boiloff due to these heat leaks was calculated.
A summaryof the propellant boiloff for the OMSLOXfeedline is shown in
Table 3. The analysis shows that the radial losses of the bare composite
feedline are higher than the losses of the all-metal feedline which is due
to the high emissivity of the overwrap surface. The emissivity can be
reduced by adding one layer of double aluminized mylar to the composite
feedline. This will make the radial loss comparable to the all-metal loss
with no significant weight penalty. The end losses were determined using
an all-metal feedline wall thickness of 0.041 cm (0.016 in.) which is the
minimum gage used in the Phase B shuttle studies. This wall thickness is
probably not practical when viewed from a fabrication and installation
standpoint. A more practical wail thickness would be 0.008 - 0.i0 cm
(0.030 0.040 in.) for the all-metal line and a 0.013 cm (0.005 in.)
liner with a 0.05 cm (0.020 in.) overwrap for the composite line. This
increased wall thickness would double the end losses for the all-metal
feedline and result in some additional loss for the composite feedline.
The values in Table 3 have been corrected for this change.
OMS LOX test configuration: The analysis was also performed on the test
configuration of the OMS LOX feedline for the following conditions:
I) Uninsulated -- emissivity non-reflective; and
2) Insulated -- emissivity reflective thru insulation but unp01ished
glass on feedline.
The feedline configuration used for the analysis is shown in Figure 6.
The boiloff rate for the feedline in an uninsulated condition was 0.007
m3/hr (1.89 gal/hr) if complete contact of the liner with the overwrap
was assumed. If partial contact (50%), as discussed in Appendix C, was
assumed, the boiloff rate was 0.006 m3/hr (1.6 gal/hr). With one layer
of double aluminized mylar wrapped around the tube the boiloff rate was
reduced to 0.0024 m3/hr (0.63 gal/hr) and with 20 layers of double alumi-
nized mylar the boiloff was 0.0014 m3/hr (0.37 gal/hr).
OMS LH 2 flight configuration: This analysis was performed on the flight
configuration of the OMS LH 2 feedline for each of the following conditions:
i) Vacuum jacketed line - all-metal;
2) Vacuum jacketed line - composite;
3) Insulated and vacuum jacketed line - all-metal;
4) Insulated and vacuum jacketed line - composite.
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Insulated Run Tank
Wet Feedline
Section
3x8 meter
(i0x25 ft)
Vacuum
Chamber
Dry Feedline
Section
Heater for Engine
Input
Figure 6. - LOX Test Item Installed
in Vacuum Chamber
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Since no steady-state heat input tests were planned for the LH 2 line, the
test configuration was not analyzed. The mass of the engine at the feedline
outlet and the mass of a flow initiating valve in the feedline were included
in the analysis for each condition.
The analysis for the LH 2 feedline was performed using the same methods,
equations and'assumptions that were used in the LOX feedline analysis.
The system analyzed was the OMS LH 2 flight configuration. This feedline
has a length of 2425 cm (955 in.) with a diameter of 9.9 cm (3.9 in.)
and a length of 1885 cm (742 in.) with a diameter of 7.9 cm (3.1 in.).
The smaller diameter line is connected to the engines. This feedline
configuration is shown in Figure B-I of Appendix B.
The operating conditions and requirements considered for the analysis of
this feedline were similar to those considered for the LOX feedline. The
end heat leaks for this line are plotted in Figure 7 for the all-metal
and composite feedlines in the insulated and jacketed condition. A summary
of the propellant boiloff for the OMS LH 2 feedline is shown in Table 4.
A detailed presentation of the steady-state heat input analysis is presented
in Appendix D of this report.
OMS Feedline Valve Placement. - An analysis was performed to determine the
optimum valve placement for the OMS propellant feed systems. One option
included a valve at the tank outlet, defined as a dry feedline concept, and
the other option included a valve at the engine inlet defined as a wet feed-
line concept. The purpose of this analysis was to define the wet and dry
proportions of the feedlines considering feedline configurations, various
insulation conductivities, mission duration, and number of engine burns.
Generally, efficient tank storage requires long, low heat leak penetrations
such as a dry, evacuated and low wall conductance feedline. Conversely, a
large number of orbital engine burns dictates a wet feedline for minimum
propellant losses. These two opposing requirements establish the need for
a trade study to define their relative importance. The approach taken was
to trade the boiloff weights of a wet feedline against the cooldown require-
ments of a dry feedline for several different concepts and insulation con-
ductivities. For this activity three styles were evaluated. The first was
s conventional stainless steel tube with a wall 0.08 cm (0.030 in.) thick.
The second was a composite concept conforming to the designs specified in
this contract with an 0.008 cm (0.003 in.) thick liner, and the third was
an advanced internal insulation concept having a 0.0025 cm (0.001 in.)
mylar inner wall ( a detailed description of this concept is included on
page 36).
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A typical cryogenic feed system of the type used for this analysis is
shown in Figure 8.
The analysis first determined the relationship between the cooldown flow-
rate and the cooldown time per unit length of dry line. The cooldown time
and quantity of propellant expended for a given feedline length was then
determined as a function of the flowrate. This data is presented in Tables
5 and 6 for a 5 cm (2 in.) inside diameter vacuum jacketed feedline for
both LOX and LH 2.
Cooldown flowrate in the OMS system will be a transient value and depends
upon engine flow restriction and/or overboard bleed line sizes. Since this
transient flow analysis was beyond the scope of this study, a flowrate of
0.23 kg/sec (0.5 ib/sec) was chosen for the LH 2 and LOX feedlines. This
flowrate gave the quantity of cooldown propellants shown in Figure 9 for
varying feedline lengths and configurations.
The days of mission time required for the boiloff losses of a wet system
to exceed the cooldown requirements of a dry system are summarized in
Table 7 for a mission consisting of I0 cooldowns.
The weight sensitivity to the number of cooldowns is directly proportional.
Five cooldowns would require half the weight and time listed in Table 7
and 20 cooldowns twice the weight and time.
It is important to note that no recirculation system weights have been
added to the total weight evaluation. Since these weights can be substan-
tial for wet systems, their addition should be analyzed before selecting
the wet concept. Also, a feedline using the internal insulation concept
would have to be of a larger diameter to provide the same flow area. This
would add additional weight to the propellant feed system and would require
more space in the vehicle.
The results of this analysis show that the composite feedlines could be
dry for a variety of missions. For example, Table 7 shows that, if a
mission requiring I0 cooldowns were to extend over 4 days, the LH 2 feed-
line should be dry and if the mission would extend over 24 days, both
systems should be dry. For a mission of this type, the LH 2 thermodynamic
vent cooling system and the LOX recirculating systems would not be required
resulting in a considerable increase in payload capability.
A detailed presentation of the techniques used in this analysis and the
assumptions made is included in Appendix D of this report.
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TABLE 5.
- COMPARISON OF TOTAL PROPELLANT EXPENDED WITH FLOWRATE,
COOLDOWN TIME, AND FEEDLINE TYPE - LOX
Flowrate Feedline *
_/sec ib/sec Type
L360 3.00 Stainless
Steel
Composite
Mylar
590 1.30
363 0.80
136 0.30
77 0.17
* 5 cm (2 in.)
1410 cm (556
Stainless
Steel
Composite
Mylar
Stainless
Steel
Composite
Mylar
Stainless
Steel
Composite
Mylar
Stainless
Steel
Composite
Mylar
Cooldown Time
(sec.)
i00
i0
1.7
200
2O
3.3
300
30
5.0
600
6O
lO
i000
i00
16.7
diameter vacuum jacketed feedline
in.) in length.
Propellant
kg
136
14
2
118
12
2
109
ii
2
82
8
1
77
8
I
Expended
ib
3OO
30
5
260
26
4
240
24
4
180
18
3
170
17
3
TABLE 6. COMPARISON OF TOTAL PROPELLANT EXPENDED WITH FLOWRATE,
COOLDOWN TIME, AND FEEDLINE TYPE = LH 2
Flowrate Feedline *
_/sec Ib/sec Type
318 0.70 Stainless
Steel
Composite
Mylar
168 0.37
86 0.19
27 0.06
ii 0.03
Stainless
Steel
Composite
Mylar
Stainless
Steel
Composite
Mylar
Stainless
Steel
Composite
Mylar
Stainless
Steel
Composite
Mylar
Cooldown Time
• (sec.)
36
3.6
0.6
60
6.0
1.0
I00
i0
1.7
25O
25
4.2
5OO
50
8.3
Propellant Expended
• k_ Ib
11.4 25.2
I.I 2.5
0.2 0.4
i0.1 22.2
1.0 2.2
0.2 0.4
8.6 19.0
0.9 1.9
0.I 0.3
6.8 15.0
0.7 1.5
0.i 0.3
5.7 12.5
0.6 1.3
0.1 0.2
* 5 cm (2 in.) diameter vacuum jacketed feedline
4310 cm (1397 in.) in length.
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Chilldown. - The purpose of the chilldown analysis on the OMS LOX and LH 2
feedlines was to predict the activity during the transient period and
predict the total time and propellant required to obtain the pressure
and temperature conditions at the engine or pump interface. Three dif-
ferent approaches were used to perform this analysis.
For the first approach the mist flow cooldown correlation proposed by
Chi _7)_" was used. This correlation defines pipeline cooldown as a rate
process, dependent upon the heat transfer coefficient. Mist flow occurs
due to film boiling until a line cools down to a temperature permitting
nucleate boiling and line wetting. The gaseous type of heat transfer
coefficient of mist flow is low compared to a liquid type heat transfer
coefficient found with the slug flow of nucleate boiling. Therefore, the
dominant cooldown mechanism dictating total cooldown time and total pro-
pellant mass is mist flow. Mist flow was assumed to occur from an initial
line temperature of 261 K (10°F) until nucleate boiling becomes possible
at line wall temperatures of 35 K (-397°F) for LH 2 and 119 K (-245°F)
for LOX. The cooldown time per unit length for various flowrates is shown
on Figures i0 and ii. This analysis was performed on the flight configura-
tion of the OMS LOX and LH 2 feedlines.
The second approach used the NERVA (FD 323 Transient Pipe and Pump Chill-
down Program) computer program to perform the analysis. This program has
the required thermodynamic subroutines, an energy equation, and considers
friction factors and heat transfer film coefficients for two-phase flow.
However, the program considers hydrogen _ only, so that a chilldown analysis
of the hydrogen feedline was the only possibility.
The results of the analysis predicted the chilldown time of this line to
be on the order of 2 seconds.
The third approach assumed that the chilldown liquid is converted to pure
gas at saturated conditions at the feedline exit until chilldown is complete.
All heat removed from the system is utilized in converting the flowing pro-
pellant to gas until the entire system reaches operating temperature. The
technique involves calculation of the heat required to cool the entire
system to operating temperature which is expressed as:
Z -_-
where
Z =
W =
WCp AT
Total heat, in joules
Feedline weight, in kg
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Cp = Material specific hest, in joules/kg-K
AT = Temperature change, in K.
Since the test system is composed of Inconel 718 liners, a glass-fiber
overwrap and stainless steel fittings and flanges, the corresponding
weights and specific heat for each material were used to determine the
total heat for each material and then totaled to determine the total
heat transferred to the chilldown propellant.
After the total heat was calculsted, the weight of propellant converted
to gas by this heat transfer was calculated as:
Z
Wp =
v
where
Wp = Propellant weight boiled, in kg
h = Heat of vaporization, in joules/kg.
v
The chilldown time was then determined to be:
W
@ = -P__
where
e = Chilldown time, in sec O
= Mean propellant flowrate, in kg/sec = +/ d_.
o
This analytical method assumes there is no subcooling in the propellant.
Since no losses or heat transfer film coefficients were considered, the
time determined by this method represents the ideal absolute minimum
chilldown time assuming the liner, end fittings, and overwrap all cool to
operating temperature. It also reflects the relative validity of this
method of analysis. The short chilldown time could have an error of 100%
and would still be very satisfactory.
The results of this analysis indicated that the minimum chilldown time for
the LOX OMS test configuration at the proposed flowrate would be approxi-
mstely 0.3 seconds. Since the chilldown and flow testing of this line was
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deleted from the program, these results were not verified by test. However,
chilldown tests on the OMS LH 2 line using liquid nitrogen as the test medium
gave a chilldown time of 2.0 - 2.5 seconds. The simplified analysis pre-
dicted a chilldown time of i.I seconds for this line using LN 2 as the test
medium. These results indicate that the actual cooldown time for the OMS
LOX test item would be approximately 0.68 seconds.
OMS/ACPS Flow Optimization. - The FLOWOPT computer program was used to
optimize the diameter and configuration of the feedline for the Orbiter
OMS and ACPS systems. This analysis optimizes the total required weight
of non-usable materials (see Figure 12) so as to minimize on-orbit weight.
The non-consumables are the basic system weights, including tankage, and
propellants and gases expended without being used for thrust development.
As the feedline diameter becomes larger, system pressure drops become
smaller and pressure containing devices become lighter. The feedline
(and vacuum jacket in some cases) becomes heavier. Additionally, the
propellant required to cool the feedline will be increased and the boil-
off of propellant in the feedline will also be increased due to larger
surface areas. Using each component of the system as a variable, the
optimum configuration based upon a specific mission profile can be selected.
For purposes of this analysis, the number of engine restarts per mission
(4, 2 or I) spread widely from the first start, the required propellant
quality at engine start (single phase liquid), and overall feedline
geometries were those used in the Phase B baselined Shuttle study.
To arrive at the optimum feedline design, the following variables were
evaluated for their effect on the above weight and performance factors:
l) Feedline geometry including length using a two-dimensional study with
a unit length of 30.5 cm (12 in.) the diameter being variable from
2.5 to 18 cm (I to 7 in.) and configuration which was assumed straight;
2) Material, structural and thermal properties;
3) Valve placement at tanks;
4) Insulation properties of k = 0.000006 watts/m-K (0.0005 Btu/ft/°F)
and p = 80 kg/m 3 (5.00 Ib/ft 3);
5) Boundary temperature of 289 K (60°F).
These performance trades are presented in Appendix D of this report in a
graphical presentation with accompanying clarifying tables.
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Pressura
Storage
Sphere
Sul t = 95,000 N/sq cm (138,000
psi)
Factor of Safety = 2.2 Based on Sul t
P = 4420 kg/m 3 (276 ib/ft 3)
Pinitial = 2068 N/sq cm (3000 psi)
Pfinal = 207 N/sq cm (300 psi)
enic
Propellant
Ta nka ge
Cryogenic
Propellant
Tankage
Assumed to be MinimumGage and Therefore, Not
a Variable
Shutoff Valves
Line Fills - 1 Valve at Tank Only
i, 2 or 4 Fills After
Extended Periods of
Time
I
Composite Feed line
0.008 cm (0.003 in.) Inconel
0.064 cm (0.025 in.) Overwrap
Vacuum Jacket
P = 8000 kg/m 3 (500 Ib/ft 3)
t = 0.15 cm (0.06 in.)
Line Insulation
P = 80 kg/i 3 (5 Ib/ft 3)
k = 0.0009 Watt/m-K (0.0005 Btu/ft°F)
Figure 12. - Configuration of Optimized OMS
and ACPS Systems for LOX or LH 2
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The first of two optimization techniques set a feedline diameter ranging
from 2.5 to 17.5 cm (i to 7 in.) in increments of 2.5 cm (I in.) and then
optimized the configuration using the insulation thickness, vacuum jacket
thickness, number of fills, flowrate of propellant, and boiloff of pro-
pellant as variables.
The second optimization technique utilized the simultaneous solution of
two high order equations varying the insulating characteristics at the
same time as the feedline diameter was varied over an infinite range.
This resulted in an optimization of the total system weight which was
plotted with the above data and shows the sensitivity of the system
weight as a function of feedline diameter.
Thermal Coatings. - During the thermal analysis performed for the con-
current contract Vacuum Jacketed Composite Lines (NAS3-16762), the radia-
tion heat transfer characteristics of conventional all-metal tubing was
compared to the metal-lined glass-fiber composite tubing. The thermal
performance of three all-metal and four composite configurations of vacuum
jacketed lines were evaluated. Only one of the composite configurations
(aluminum vacuum jacket liner) compares favorably with the all-metal con-
figurations without modification of the emissivity of the outside of the
inner line.
With a modification of the outside of the inner line to reduce its emittance
to 0.035 or less all of the composite structures can be made to perform as
well or better than the best all-metal configuration. This same result will
be true of all line sizes and for lines without vacuum jackets. For emit-
tance values of 0.02 and less the thermal performance of the composite
tubing surpasses that of an all-aluminum tube. Emittance values of 0.035 or
less can probably be achieved by vacuum depositing pure metal (silver, gold,
aluminum or copper) films on the overwrap. Data relating to coating thick-
ness and surface emittances for aluminum, gold, silver, copper, SiO/silver,
and SiO/copper coatings are summarized in Reference 8. Initially the sur-
face emittance decreases as the coating thickness increases. The emittance
of aluminum and silver reach asymptotic values at /50-1000A. The emittance
of gold achieves its asymptote at about 1500 A thickness.
For any given thickness, silver gives the lowest emittance surface. Al-
though emittance data for copper is available over a limited range, it
appears to have the next lowest emittance; gold and aluminum follow next
in order. Further, the data indicates that significant lowering of the
emittance value is obtained as the coating thicknesses are increased from
250 to I000 A. A thickness of about 250 A is that normally available from
commercial suppliers of metalized polyester film.
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The protective coatings of silicon monoxide applied over the silver and
copper coatings result in degrading the emittance of the basic surfaces
by approximately 40%. Therefore, these composite coatings have emittance
values generally comparable to that of gold.
The most practical method of reducing tile emissivity of the overwrap
surface is to wrap the feedline with one layer of double aluminized
mylar• This would add no significant cost or weight to the vehicle.
For those installations where the mylar cover might be damagedduring
operation, a coating of silver, gold, aluminum or copper maybe required.
Internal Insulation. Martin Marietta has developed an internal cryogenic
insulation system based on a unique, pressure-equalized, capillary barrier
concept. This system has been evaluated empirically and its feasibility
has been demonstrated for application to cryogenic storage tanks, including
Space Shuttle type hydrogen tanks•
A limited study has also been performed to determine the thermal perform-
ance of the insulation system in a feedline application. This effort was
reported in MMC report number D-71-48774-004 entitled Capillary Insulation
Feedline (9) The following information was taken from this report
• °
A short section of simulated feedline was insulated with the Martin capil-
lary (MARCAP) insulation. The feedline section is shown in Figure 13. It
was formed by wrapping a flat sheet of half-inch thick MARCAP insulation
into a cylinder 7 cm (2.75 in.) in outside diameter and 56 cm (22 in.)
long. Low thermal conductance transition sections were attached to each
end to provide mounting flange attachment. The particular structure
shown was chosen to admit a floating carry-through for mating feedline
sections. The MARCAP insulation consists of a honeycomb structure backed
by a gas tight exterior wall and faced on the inside with a thin, flexible
sheet. Each honeyct_mb cell communicates with the pipe volume through a
small hole in the interior facesheet. Each cell is filled with opacified
fiberglass insulation as an anti-convectant and an anti-radiant. There is
no communication directly from cell to cell. The feedline weight per unit
length is 460 g/m (0.311 ib/ft) exclusive of flanges.
The test goals were to measure the amount of propellant required for ini-
tial chilldown and for boiloff at equilibrium. Initial chilldown was
found by plugging the line section with an insulated stopper and rapidly
filling the vessel with liquid nitrogen to a specified level. Liquid
nitrogen was continually added to hold the level until the amount added
per unit time became constant. When the exterior temperatures were stabil-
ized, the amount of liqu_ nitrogen added per unit time was taken to be
the boiloff rate.
Initial chilldown data indicates that the MARCAP line has a volume heat
capacity of 1820 joules/kg-K (0.434 Btu/Ib°F) and a linear heat capacity
of 8.4 joules/cm-K (0•135 Btu/ft°F).
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Equilibrium boiloff data indicates liquid nitrogen boiloff per unit length
of 577 g/m (0.39 Ib/ft) and a radial wall thermal conductivity of 0.087
Wstts/m-K (0.05 Btu/hr ft°F). All cryogen tests were performed in air
with accompanying heavy exterior frost and large convective transfer.
Additional Weight Reduction Analysis. - Several modifications can be
applied to the tubing which will assist in obtaining additional weight
reductions from the established baseline. Some of these would not require
any substantial additional development including:
o Axial pressure limitations;
o Use of lower density overwrap material;
o Addition of knurls on the end fittings.
Other modifications may be feasible but require additional development as
discussed in a later section of this report. These optimizations include:
o Addition of aluminum end flanges (page 41), and
o Overwrapping with a large angle which can obviate the need for the
axial 1/2 layer of cloth in the overwrap (page 41).
A composite feedline, in what can be considered the baseline configuration
includes the following components:
o Liner Material: Stainless steel or Inconel 718;
o C ompos ite : S/HTS glass-fibers in a 58-68R resin system
overwrapped as 2 layers of hoop direction fiber
separated by 1/2 layer of axial cloth;
o End Fittings: Stainless steel or Inconel 718 with the tube
designed to burst at the joint between the end
fitting and the liner;
o Metal Strengthening: The Inconel 718 liners can be heat treated before
or after joining to the end fittings. The stain-
less steel liners can be strengthened by cold
working the material before connecting fittings;
o Liner Thickness: 0.008 cm (0.003 in.) for tubing up to 25 cm (I0
in.) diameter in weight critical systems 0.013 cm
(0.005 in.) for tubing over 25 cm (i0 in.) dia-
meter and for all diameters where weight is not
critical and operating pressure does not dictate
a thicker liner;
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o Joint Methods: Fusion welding, resistance welding, or explosive
bonding of the liner to end fittings. The resis-
tance weld methodwill retain the strength of
the heat treated liner.
Axial pressure limitations: The tubing is designed to withstand the
internally applied pressure in both the hoop and axial directions. This
concept facilitates testing and provides a tube capable of service without
bellows in the system. Actual pressure requirements in the axial direction
will usually be satisfied by bellows and support techniques. If the tube
can be designed solely for hoop direction loading the liner can frequently
be selected as a thinner gage. This design concept would be applicable
only to high pressure systems where axial loads may dictate a liner thicker
than the minimum gage.
Lighter composites: The selection of S/HTS glass-fiber, as the overwrap
fiber was based primarily upon cost. Other candidate overwrap fibers
include graphite, boron, and PRD-49-III.
The total tube weight per linear foot for four overwrap materials is shown
as a function of line diameter on Figure 14. The curves are based on a
propellant feedline designed for an operating pressure of 69 N/sq cm
(i00 psi) at liquid hydrogen temperature. The liner material for all
cases was Inconel 718. A liner thickness of 0.008 cm (0.003 in.) was
used for line diameters up to 25 cm (I0 in.) and a thickness of 0.013 cm
(0.005 in.) was used for line diameters above 25 cm (i0 in.). The over-
wrap properties used for the weight study are shown in the following
tabulation.
PRD -49-
Fiber with 58-68R Resin System S Glass Graphite Boron
III
Thickness/Layer, cm
(in.)
Minimum Wrap Thickness, cm
(in.)
i
Configuration
Density of Composite g/cm 3
(Ib/in 3)
O. 020
O. 008
O. 050
O. 020
H,I/2L,H
2.35
0.010
0.004
0.050
0.020
H,L,H,H,H
1.52
0.055
0.013
0.005
0.0445
0.0175
H,H,I/2L,H
1.9
E N/sq cm
(psi)
Cost (prepreg), $/kg
($/Ib)
% Resin
0. 085
3.8 (i0_)
5.5 (i0)
29
13
25
17 (106)
25 (10°)
550
250
45
0.072
21 (106 )
30 (I0 _))
55O
25O
5O
IH is a layer of hoop wrap; L is a longitudinal layer.
0. 020
0. 008
0. 050
0. 020
H,I/2L,H
1.38
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9 (106)
13 (106)
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Figure 15 relates the cost of S-glass, boron, PRD-49-111and graphite as
a function of line diameter. The selection between the heavier, less
expensive S-glass and the lighter, more expensive PRD-49-III, graphite
or boron will be a function of the allowable dollar expenditure per unit
of weight saved for any specific vehicle being considered.
Addition of knurls on the end fittings: In the case where axial loads
due to pressure must be considered, the addition of a knurl, as discussed
in the proposed modifications section of this report (pa_e 149), can
facilitate load transfer to the overwrap and provide a considerable in-
crease in load carrying capability. The 1/2 layer of axial glass cloth
0.02 cm (0.008 in.) thick with a tensile allowable of 52,000 N/sq cm
(75,000 psi) can offset 390 N/sq cm (570 psi) internal pressure for a
5.1 cm (2 in.) diameter tube and 41 N/sq cm (60 psi) internal pressure
for a 38 cm (15 in.) diameter tube.
Addition of aluminum end flanges: The development of explosive bonding
techniques which will permit lightweight aluminum flanges to be attached
to the liner cannot be considered safisfactorily completed. The fabrica-
tion of several very high quality joints has proven the feasibility, but
the inability to repeat the success leaves the process in a state of
development and reliability less than that required. The joint, when
perfected, will be capable of reducing the feedline weight considerably.
For example, a 56 cm (22 in.) diameter stainless steel conoseal flange
weighs i0 kg (22 ib) and an aluminum conoseal flange for the same service
weight 2.4 kg (7.5 Ib).
The costs associated with this style joint, in production quantities, are
not presently determined. The low value assigned to the external tanks
will most likely not justify the further development and subsequent use of
this concept. A longer life, reusable or weight critical vehicle will most
likely benefit significantly from the concept.
Overwrapping with a larger angle: The currently used wrap pattern includes
two layers of hoop oriented fibers and strips of longitudinal oriented
fibers constituting an additional 1/2 layer. The axial oriented layer was
added to assure the low strength resin did not fail during loading due to
internal pressure, resulting in a gap in the overwrap. Since the liner is
often not designed to withstand the entire hoop loading without strength
from the over wrap, this gap in the overwrap may permit the liner to fail
in the hoop direction.
For a 38 cm (15 in.) diameter tube, the wrap angle, at 6.3 wraps per linear
centimeter (16 wraps per linear inch), is 0.0018 radians (0.I°). By in-
creasing this angle to approximately 0.088 radians (5°) the axial loadings
can be transferred to the stronger fiber and separation will not occur.
This will result in a slight buildup at the tube ends but will result in
a savings of about 680 grams (1.5 pounds) for the same 38 cm (15 in.) dia-
meter, 300 cm (120 in.) long tube.
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Weight Analysis. - The Phase B Space Shuttle configuration used as a base-
line for this program locates the main LOX tank forward and the main LH 2
tank aft in both the booster and orbiter vehicles. This location necessi-
tates extremely long feedlines for the main engine LOX feed systems. In
the Phase B configuration these feedlines, from the tank to the manifold,
are 2219-T87 aluminum. The LOX manifolds on the booster and orbiter and
the rest of the candidate propellant systems are fabricated from Armco
21-6-9 stainless steel (21% Cr, 6% Ni, 9% Mn).
An analysis was performed to determine the optimum weights of the selected
propellant feed systems using composite sections where practical. The
results of the feedline weight optimizstion studies show that the optimum
weight feedline would be an all-welded assembly. The glass-fiber composite
sections in this assembly would be equipped with aluminum buttweld end
fittings attached to the Inconel liners by sn explosive bonding process.
For small diameter systems the all-welded concept may be achievable, but
it is unlikely for systems of the size required by the Shuttle main engines.
For these systems tubing routing and component locations would have to be
arranged such that access could be provided for welding equipment. However,
disconnectable aluminum flanges could be bonded to the Inconel liners with
very little weight penalty
In a vehicle mounting, the composite feedlines would require the same
gimbal joints, bellows, sliding joints and structural supports as an all-
metal feedline. These components are necessary to absorb bending, tor-
sional and thermal contraction loads imposed on the feedlines. The struc-
tural supports should be designed to include a thermal barrier between
the support and the feedline to eliminate heat leaks into the feedline.
The weight of the composite tubing designed for the candidate propellant
systems is compared to the weight of the Phase B all-metal tubing in
Appendix E of this report. A summary of this comparison is shown in
Table 8. The section code used in column 2 of the table refers to the
descriptive code indicated on the drawings of the candidate systems
included in Appendix B of this report.
The Phase B design used aluminum and stainless steel conoseal flanges
extensively in the assembly of the propellant systems. Several composite
configurations are included in the table for the booster main engine LOX
feedline. These configurations include either Inconel, 21-6-9, 304L or
aluminum as the liner material and similar metal end fittings. Since the
optimum weight composite feedlines use Inconel or 21-6-9 steel as the
liner material, the table indicates the weight savings using stainless
steel flanges. The table also indicates the weight savings that may be
realized if aluminum flanges can be explosively bonded to the Inconel
or stainless steel liners. Where the Phase B designed systems use butt-
weld joints, the table indicates buttweld joints for the composite lines.
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Undefined Variable Analysis. - Empirical data regarding the values of the
following variables was either virtually non-existant or not developed
for the proposed configuration.
o Overwrap modulus of elasticity (limited investigation performed);
o Effect of a doubler for the metallic liner in axial load transfer;
o Effect of the overwrap in axial loading;
o Gap size as a function of overwrap temperatures;
o Thermal contraction properties of specific overwrap configurations;
o Compressive hoop loads at ambient temperature.
The effect each of these ill-defined parameters would have on the total
weight of a feedline was also not known.
The WEATOPT program was operated with each parameter varied through a
selected range and also with a reasonable matrix developed by simultan-
eously varying several of them to determine the sensitivity of the tubing
weights to these variables.
The results of this analysis show that the only undefined variable with
any measurable effect on the feedline weight was the overwrap modulus of
elasticity (Eo). The other variables had little effect on the weight of
a section of feedline and no further investigation of these variables was
performed. E was further evaluated by a review of the strain measure-
O
ments made during the previous program (NAS3-12047) and by an empirical
evaluation of the overwrap material which is reported in the following
section of this report.
Empirical Evaluation During Analysis Phase. In support of the analytical
activity on the main engine feedlines, two, limited, empirical evaluations
were performed. The first evaluated properties of two glass-cloth mater-
ials which were candidates for the axial overwrap. The second evaluated
the gap between the liner and overwrap at cryogenic temperatures.
Determination of overwrap properties: A test program to provide an empir-
ical evaluation of several properties of two overwrap cloth samples was
performed. The specific properties to be verified by test included the
modulus of elasticity (Eo) and the ultimate tensile strength (Su).
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Two laminates were fabricated; one laminate with style 143 glass cloth
commercially impregnated by U.S. Polymeric with E78 epoxy resin and one
laminate with style 1557 glass cloth hand-impregnated with 58-68R epoxy
resin with 30% solids. The laminates were laid up so that the ends of
the tensile specimens cut from these laminates would be reinforced with
cross plies of the same material. Both laminates were oven cured under
a vacuum bag for two hours at 339 K (150°F) followed by four hours at
422 K (300°F). Five tensile specimens were removed from each laminate
so that the specimen length paralleled the warp threads in the laminate.
Remnants of the laminates were used for resin content and density deter-
mina t ions.
The results of the testing tend to verify a modulus of 3.8 x 106 N/sq cm
(5.5 x 106 psi) in the direction of the glass-fibers for a resin content
of 30%. Variations from both unidirectionality and resin content limit
the usefulness of the data for comparative purposes.
Gap determination: A limited test program was performed to empirically
determine the gap between the liner and the overwrap when a composite tube
is cooled to cryogenic temperature in an unpressurized condition. This
gap is a result of the different coefficients of thermal expansion of the
liner and overwrap material. The specimen for this testing was a 12.7 cm
(5 in.) diameter 0.015 cm (0.006 in.) thick wall Inconel liner with explo-
sively bonded stainless steel end fittings. The overwrap configuration
consisted of one layer of hoop wound glass-fiber, one-half layer of
longitudinal glass-fiber cloth and a second layer of hoop wound glass-
fiber.
The test was performed by filling a cryostat and the test item with liquid
hydrogen while maintaining the internal pressure in the test item at
essentially zero psig. The output of bi-axial strain gages mounted inside
of the liner was then recorded as the internal pressure was slowly increased.
This data was then reduced and plotted versus the internal pressure to
determine the point where the strain rate changes indicating that the gap
has closed. The internal pressure in the tube when the gap was closed was
found to be 4.5 N/sq cm (6.5 psi). The gap corresponding to this pressure
was calculated to be 0.0005 cm (0.0002 in.). The predicted gap for this
test item (assuming 0 stress in both the liner and the overwrap at room
temperature) was 0.0048 cm (0.0019 in.). The test results indicate that
the overwrap and cure process left a residual compressive load in the
liner. The hoop strain gage became inoperative during the first pressur-
ization so the repeatability of the data could not be established.
Cost Analysis and Effectiveness for Space Shuttle External Tanks. - As
stated earlier the main engine feedlines and auxilliary lines for the
Phase B study which formed the basis for this program are similar to the
currently proposed configuration of the external tanks.
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The external propellant tank will be carried into orbit but will then be
expended rather than being reusable. This puts a high emphasis on both
weight reduction and low per unit costs. An allowable expenditure of $55
to $66 per vehicle per kg saved ($25 to $30/Ib) may be realistic in the
external tank area. The propulsion plumbing on the orbiter will contain
sections similar to those baselined in this study and allowable costs per
pound saved will probably be approximately the sameas for the external
tanks.
Cost comparisons, based upon 449 vehicle tanks, are shown in Table 9.
Cost estimates for both concepts were madeby the samevendor, a reputable
bellows and feedline manufacturer. Overwrapping of the liners was esti-
mated by Martin Marietta using production facilities. The cost per kilo-
gram reduced is also shown in the table. As an example of cost savings,
the table shows a cost of $31/kg saved/vehicle ($14/ib saved/vehicle) for
the LOXfeedline. Based on an allowable expenditure of $66/kg saved
($30/ib saved) this indicates a cost savings of $35/kg ($16/ib) for this
feedline which is a total savings of $9,800 per vehicle.
TABLE9. - DROPTANKCOSTEFFECTIVENESSEVALUATION
Function
LOX Feedline
LOX Pressurization
LOX Recirculation
LIt 2 Pressurization
and Vent
LH 2 Tank Recircula-
tion
Sections/
Vehicle
7
18
13
15
All Metal
Cost/
Section
$
890
92
160
535
221
Composite
Cost/
Section
$
2135
595
335
677
Weight
Savings/
Section
kg
40
7.5
5.1
4.1
6.5
$ Cost/kg saved/
Vehicle
31
67
34
35
$ Cost/ib saved/
Vehicle
14
30
15
13
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Details of the orbiter feedline configuration are not presently available, however, this vehicle will
be reuseable and the allowable cost per kg saved will be approximately the same as for the external
tanks.
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TEST ITEM DEglGN
During the vehicle feedline design phase, critical portions of the various
feedlines were determined and test items were designed to represent these
portions in the testing program. Although these test items did differ from
the actual feedlines, to facilitate testing, the critical areas were an
exact simulation of the flight-configured design. Expansion joints, sliding
joints, bellows and etc., were not included in the design of the test items
since these components would be included in any feedline design and their
performance is well known. In the OMS feedlines where the propellant flow
is split to go to two engines, the flow characteristics of the feedline to
one engine were simulated by the use of an orifice. Long straight sections
were shortened and although all bends were included in the design the three-
dimensional real world was reduced to essentially two dimensions to accommo-
date assembly and testing.
Selected Configurations. - OMS test item selection was based on a system
which would lend itself most favorably to achieving all program objectives.
Selected for the actual test item designs were the OMS LOX system and
portions of the OMS LH 2 system as shown in Figures 16 and 17. With the use
of orifices to simulate the flow characteristics of the split flow con-
figurations, it was not necessary to fabricate the entire feedline system.
Selected configurations of the main engine test items represent both the LH 2
and LOX systems of the Phase B orbiter and booster. These items were
selected to represent extreme conditions for the LOX and LH^ main engine
feedlines. The LOX configuration was based upon maximum working pressures
in the system requiring the thickest metallic liner. The LH 2 configuration
was based upon minimum system pressure to firmly establish the minimum gages
suitable for fabrication.
Physical Dimensions and Properties. - The physical dimensions of the 12 sub-
assemblies which comprise the selected configurations are shown in Table i0.
Detailed engineering drawings were prepared for each test item and copies of
the drawings were included in interim progress reports. The materials of
construction and fabrication techniques closely paralled those used in the
previous program and are summarized in the fabrication section of this re-
port starting on page 55.
Design Obiectives. - Design of the OMS test configurations was focused on
duplicating actual baseline configured systems while staying within the
constraints set by contract objectives and available facilities. The
follow_ng items were considered during the OMS test item design:
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t Fluid Inlet,
Flanged
/--Flow Stabilizing
Conventional Metal__ /Control Orifice
Tee, Butt Welded __________
._f Conventional Metal Elbow,
Butt Welded
A]
 114.0cm
(45.0 in. )
5. i cm Dia
(2.0 in.)
Test Fluid
Outlet, Flanged
135 cm (53.0 in.) Long
6.4 cm (2.5 in.) Dia
i
(42.7 in.)
_ 217 cm (85.3 in.)
6.4 cm (2.5 in.) Dia
_ Conventional Metal Elbow,
Butt Welded
Figure 16. - OMS LOX Test Configuration
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Figure 17. - OMS LH 2 Test Configuration
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o Proper insulation material and thickness to simulate a vacuum con-
dition heat leak (for the steady-state tests);
o Location and frequency of temperature measurements;
o Wet or dry analysis results;
o Ability to submit a section of the feedline to radial thermal conduct-
ivity testing;
o Ability to easily perform the thermal cycle testing of sections of
the lines;
o Ability to easily leak check and burst test the test items;
o The three-dimensional real world was reduced to essentially two
dimensions to accommodate assembly and testing since all elbows,
bends, and other three-dimensional directional changes can be
adequately simulated in a test item that can be fabricated in one
plane. The fabrication advantages without elaborate tooling are
apparent;
o The second leg of the OMS engine feedline was simulated with a flow-
control device;
o A maximum diameter of 9.5 cm (3.75 in.) was used to facilitate fab-
rication from a single 30.5 cm (12 in.) wide Inconel sheet;
o Length constraints of various liner fabricators;
o Size of the vacuum chamber available for the cryogenic testing.
Structural requirements formed the design basis for the main engine test
items. Emphasis was on minimizing weight. However, the effect of com-
posite tubing on the following feedline requirements was considered:
o Desire to have a minimum number of joints;
o Requirements for i00 mission reliability;
o Ability to be fabricated at a reasonable cost;
o Varying the strength of the tubing as a function of location;
o Pressure drop stability during flow; and
o Ability to assemble large diameter composite lines into a propellant
system.
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A summary of the design boundaries, which formed the baseline for the de-
sign is shown in Table A-I for the OMS systems and Table A-2 for the main
engine systems of Appendix A to this report. The weight and performance of
the composite systems were compared with the baselined all-metal system.
End fitting design. - The criteria used for design of end fittings was based
upon results of the previous contract(1) and included:
The capabilities of the various liner fabricators to weld thin foil to
a relatively thick section of flange;
O The capabilities of the explosive bonding vendor to join thin foil to
the main engine LOX flange;
Ease of connecting composite tubes to other composite sections and to
metallic tubes or elbows;
To optimize the system weight and provide higher reliability through
leak-free performance, butt weld fittings were chosen over flanges.
The thickness of the main body of the end fitting is controlled by three
factors including, a) the minimum thickness to withstand the internal pres-
sure, b) the maximum thickness permitted by the welding process which is
generally three times the liner thickness, and c) the desired thickness to
join the tube to an adjacent component. The tapered portion of the end
fitting is provided as a transition to the overwrap.
Schematic diagrams of the end fittings designed for the various test items
are shown in Figure 18.
The end fitting selected for the LH 20MS feedlines is designed for use when
the liner-to-end-fitting-joint is a resistance weld. The end fitting
selected for the LOX OMS feedlines is identical to the LH 2 fitting except
for _:he weld prep area which is shaped to provide an approximately equal
area for effective weld heat buildup during welding. This style of end
fitting is designed for use when the liner-to-end-fitting-joint is a
fusion weld.
The end fitting selected for the main engine LH_ feedline is designed to
be resistance welded to the liner. The end fitting selected for the main
engine LOX feedline is designed to be explosively bonded to the liner.
The test item design effort was concluded by preparing engineering drawings
from which liners and end fittings could be fabricated.
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304 Stainless Steel -7
/
Liner
__ Resistance Weld
304 Stainless Steel/
_ Liner ..... _--Fusion Weld
0MS LH 2 End Fitting Design
718 Inconel ______
.D
Resistance Weld /
f
Liner
Main Engine L_ End Fitting Design
ii00 Aluminum
-- Explosive Bond
Main Engine LOX End Fitting Design
Figure 18. - End Fitting Configurations
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FABRICATION
After completion of the analysis and design effort, fabrication of test
items was started. The fabrication effort consisted of the following
major functions:
o Evaluating and selecting vendors;
o Fabricating the liners;
o Fabricating the end fittings;
o Joining the liners and end fittings;
o Mounting the instrumentation;
o Installing the end closures;
o Overwrapping and curing the assembly;
o Performing the various in-process leak checks.
The materials, manufacturing and welding techniques, along with fitting
fabrication and fitting attachment processes used to produce the test
items, were developed during the NAS3-12047 program. The larger diameter
main engine test items presented several new fabrication problems, there-
fore prior to committing to the 38 cm (15 in.) diameter fabrication program,
a 90 cm (30 in.) long preliminary tube was fabricated to check out several
unproven fabrication techniques.
In addition to this preliminary test item, other fabrication quantities were
as follows:
o Four pieces of OMS LOX feedline;
o Five pieces of OMS LH 2 feedline;
o One representative section of main engine LOX feedline;
o One representative section of main engine LH 2 feedline.
The flow charts, Figure 19 and 20, show the general fabrication steps used
for the test items.
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End Fitting Fabrication. - The requirements of the program dictated that
flightweight fittings be used on the test specimens providing either
weldable or mechanically connectable joints. The end fittings chosen were
the butt-welded style. The internal configurations of the end fittings,
where the liner welds or bonds to the end fitting, were set forth by the
liner fabricators, or explosive bonder.
The OMS test item end fittings were configured to allow welding on end
closures so a helium leak check could be performed by the liner fabricator.
After overwrap and final leak checks, the end closures were removed. The
end fittings were of sufficient length to allow joining the sections into
an assembly or to another flange without having weld-heat effect the liners
or overwrap.
The LH? main engine test item end fittings were fabricated from Inconel 718.
The fitting is of a weight and strength optimized design. The end fitting
design was affected by the vendors welding capabilities. Difficulties were
encountered while machining these fittings, since the dimensions of the end
fittings would change when removed from the lathe chuck as a result of
residual stresses of the parent material from which the ring was machined.
This problem was solved by annealing, heat treating and age hardening prior
to machining the material. The end fittings were then shipped to the liner
fabricator where they were resistance welded to the liner.
The main engine LOX test item end fittings were fabricated from ii00 aluminum.
The end fittings were designed over-thick and hence over-strength since they
were to be explosively bonded to the Inconel liner and the extra thickness
could be used to prevent end fitting deformations during bonding. After
bonding and overwrapping, the fitting can be machined to reduce its weight.
The internal configuration of the end fitting was established by the
explosive bonding vendor during the series of explosive bonding development
tests (see page 64). The end fittings initially used on the actual test
item were machined from a solid billet of Ii00 aluminum to eliminate the
weak area created by a weld seam. As a result of subsequent failure of
one of the explosively bonded joints, it was necessary to salvage one of
the previously used, rolled and welded fittings for use on the test item.
The test item final configuration included one end fitting machined from
a solid billet and one end fitting machined from a rolled and welded bar.
Liner Fabrication and Joining the End Fittings. - The three different methods
of liner fabrication which were used include resistance welded, fusion welded
from stock of desired final thickness, and helically wrapped and fusion
welded followed by redrawing to the final thickness. The type of weld used
to form the liner was also used to attach the end fitting (either resistance
or fusion) except for the main engine LOX test item and one end of the pre-
liminary test item which had explosively bonded end fittings.
Resistance welding technique: This tube fabrication technique required the
liner to be roll-formed to the desired diameter with a slight overlap at
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the mating surface as shown in Figure 21. An anode was placed in the liner
and a resistance weld run down the length of the tube. The excess overlap
on both the inside and outside of the tube was then peeled away from the
weld. After peeling, the end fittings were installed on the liner using
the same welding technique. This process was used for the OMS and the main
engine LH 2 test items. This technique was also used to join the sections
of the LOX main engine line. A major benefit of this weld method is the
heat treating and age hardening can be performed prior to resistance weld-
ing and the low heat and small heat-affected-zone do not degrade heat treat.
The liner fabrication of the 38 cm (15 in.) diameter main engine feedline
varied from the smaller diameter OMS liner fabrication since the smaller
diameter liners could be fabricated from one piece of Inconel 718 stock.
The larger diameter lines required welding several pieces of the stock
together prior to making the close-out weld, forming the desired diameter
liner. Table I0 shows the test item liner welds. Figure 22 shows the main
engine LH 2 test item (with end fittings installed). The wrinkles which are
clearly visible in the figure were caused by this process change and are
analyzed in a later section of this report (page 86).
Fusion welding technique: The liner was formed by rolling a tube of the
final thickness material to the proper diameter and preparing each of the
butting edges with a slight curl. The seam along the length of the liner
was then fusion welded. The fusion welded seam was then polished and
planished, thus making the weld area conform to overall tube size with no
weld buildup inside or outside the tube. Next, when appliable, end fittings
were installed on the liner using the same welding technique. Heat treating
and age hardening, if required for strength, was performed after fusion weld-
ing.
This welding process was used for three of the four OMS LOX lines. Figure
23 shows a typical liner and end fitting assembly prior to overwrap. This
assembly includes sections 1 and 2 of the OMS LOX feedline butt-welded
together with end closure flanges installed. The fusion weld process was
also used to form the liner sections of the main engine LOX line and on
the preliminary test item for both the longitudinal weld and one end fit-
ting. The main engine LOX line without end fittings is shown in Figure 24.
Helically wrapped, fusion welded and redrawn: This technique for forming a
liner required wrapping a 7.6 cm (3 in.) wide strip of metal around a mandrel
in the form of a helix and fusion welding the edges. The liner formed by
this process is then redrawn to the proper thickness and diameter also accom-
plishing the planishing and polishing of the weld in one operation. In this
process, the vendor can weld thicker material and still meet the minimum
gage requirements of 0.008 cm (0.003 in.). The strength of this tube is
enhanced b_ the cold reduction process and it does not require heat treatment.
This process as shown in Figure 25 was used on one of the OMS LOX feedline
sections. By controlling the area which is redrawn, the vendor was able to
maintain the original material thickness in the area adjacent to the end
fitting which was installed by fusion welding. This technique was selected
to enhance the reliability of the critical liner to end fitting weld without
sacrificing weight.
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Figure 21. - Peeled and Unpeeled Resistance
Welded Liners, 5 cm (2 in.)
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Figure 24. - L0X Main Engine Test Item Upon Receipt From Vendor
Figure 25. Helically Welded Redrawn Liner
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Explosive bonded end fitting installation: The preliminary test item was
provided with one explosively bonded stainless steel end fitting. The LOX
main engine feedline included two explosively bonded aluminum end fittings.
Details of this process and of the LOX feedline bonding are discussed in
the next section.
The preliminary test item explosive bond was considered successful although
leakage did exist at several points. The leaks were attributed to an im-
proper fit between the liner and the end fitting; i.e., the difference in
the outside diameter of the liner and the inside diameter of the end fitting
was too large although a visual prebond inspection seemed to show a good fit.
A photograph of the joint resulting from the explosive bonding process is
included as Figure 26. Figure 27 shows a closeup of the bonded area. Leaks
in the joint can be repaired by bonding a patch over the leaking area in the
manner shown in Figure 28 which is an example of a successful leak repair.
The patch has been peeled back to inspect the bond.
Explosive Bonding. - Explosive bonding may be defined as the use of an
explosive charge to develop heat and force to create a mechanical bond
between two materials.
The initial development of explosively bonding fittings to thin metal liners
was first performed on NASA Contract NAS3-12047. Under that development,
the limited work done indicated that the joint was stronger than the base
metal. It was also learned that dissimilar metals could be explosively
bonded together with the bond being stronger than the weakest of the dis-
similar metals.
Development program: The goal of the work to be performed under this con-
tract was to begin with the successful result (achieved in bonding stainless
steel to Inconel) from the prior program and successfully bond 38 cm (15 in.)
diameter aluminum end fittings to an Inconel liner.
With limited funds and time allotted to the development of the explosive
bonding techniques, the following program was set up in an attempt to
achieve a successful large diameter aluminum to Inconel bond on the LOX
main engine feedline.
i) Flat stock bond 0.015 cm (0.006 in.) thick Inconel to stainless
steel plate;
2) Bond a 12.7 cm (5 in.) diameter, 0.015 cm (0.006 in.) thick Inconel
liner into a stainless steel end fitting;
3) Bond a 38 cm (15 in.) diameter, 0.015 cm (0.006 in.) thick Inconel
liner into a stainless steel end fitting;
4) Flat stock bond 0.025 cm (0.010 in.) thick silver to an aluminum
plate;
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5) Bond a 12.7 cm (5 in.) diameter, 0.015 cm (0.006 in.) thick Inconel
liner onto an aluminum end fitting;
6) Bond a 38 cm (15 in.) diameter, 0.027 cm (0.011 in.) thick Inconel
liner onto an aluminum end fitting; and concluded by
7) Bonding aluminum flanges to the LOX test item.
Details of each of these steps, resulting in partially successful bonding
of the aluminum fitting to the LOX main engine test item, are included in
the following paragraphs.
The sketches below are used to clarify standoff and buffer nomenclature.
Explosive
Buffer _ Sheetlnc°nel
L Stand off
Material
_ Flat Plate
(Stainless Steel)
Parallel Standoff
Buffer
_Flat Plate
(Stainless Steel)
S Expl°sive
F Inconel
Sheet
L
Angle Standoff
The buffer serves to reduce the heat and melt on the material to be bonded.
The buffer material is generally a non-metallic soft material (i.e., card-
board, mylar, tape, etc.), does not adhere to the bond and is destroyed by
the force and heat of the explosive charge.
The standoff serves to set the Inconel sheet at some distance from the
material it is bonded to. The purpose of this precisely set distance is
to allow the liner to gain velocity and force necessary to create a good
6_
bond. The parallel standoff uses the sametypes of material as the buffer
(i.e., cardboard, mylar, tape, etc.)° The standoff literally stands the
materials to be bonded away from each other while maintaining parallelism
between the pieces. The parallel standoff material is always positioned
out of the path of the bond. The bond path is considered to be the width
of the explosive.
The angle standoff stands the materials to be bonded away from each other
at a predetermined angle. The angle is formed by bending one of the
materials to be bonded at the selected angle.
Flat stock bonds: Several approaches were used to develop the bond. The
initial attempts were focused on bonding an Inconel liner to a stainless
steel plate. Various combinations of explosives, explosive size, parallel
and angle standoffs, and buffers were used. Eight attempts were madeto
bond 0.015 cm (0.006 in.) thick 718 Inconel sheet to 0.63 cm (0.25 in.)
thick stainless steel plate. Specifics of these attempts are shownin Table
ii. Test #5 gave the best results. A photo-micrograph (Figure 29) of the
bond showedgood bond waves which were fairly regular.
Bonding an Inconel liner into a stainless steel end fitting: Eleven
attempts were madeto achieve a successful bond of an Inconel liner onto
a circular stainless steel 12.7 cm (5 in.) end fitting. Specifics of
these attempts are shownin Table 12 using a continuing sequence to avoid
confusion with the first eight tests. The final test in this series was
used to bond the end fitting to the 38 cm (15 in.) diameter preliminary
test item.
Inconel Foil
0.015 cm
(0.006 in.)
Thick
'i
Wave Pattern
Magnified 200x
Stainless Steel
Figure 29. - Photomicrograph of Inconel to Stainless Steel Bond
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During this phase of the development, two new standoff styles were deve-
loped, a conical and a recessed angle.
The conical standoff is metal and uses the same principle as the previously
defined angle standoff. The buffer and explosive are placed on the angle
as before to meet different test requirements. As shown in Table 12, test
#9, #I0, #13, #14, and #15 used conical standoffs.
Pre-Determined Angle
Buffer
Explosive
I
Stainless Steel
End Fitting
Fabricated From
I Foil (Cone
el
to end fitting
liner).
Inconel Liner
The recessed angle style involves machining the desired angle into an end
fitting and proceeding with the tests as before, using different explosives
or buffers as required. Tests #16, #17, #18, and #19 used the recessed
angle style.
Stainless Steel
_--- End Fitting
• J
I _ Inconel
Liner
Desired Angle Cut
in End Fitting
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Patching: Because of the cracks and shear areas developed on Test #19, it
was decided to attempt to patch these cracks using explosives and the con-
cepts developed in earlier tests. The four patching attempts used the same
explosive charge and buffer used in Test #19. The standoff was 0.015 cm
(0.006 in.) Inconel set at 0.14 radians (8 °) angle. The standoff was cut
to 3 size which would fit over the defective area. Of the four attempts
at patching, one was successful. The other three took on the characteristics
of the bad areas they attempted to patch.
Resolution of testing thru Test #19 including patches: It was determined
that it is possible to achieve a good bond between thin Inconel liners and
stainless steel end fittings up to 38 cm (15 in.) diameter. It was also
determined that patching of defects in a bonded joint was practical de-
pending on the seriousness of the defect. To assure a good bond in large
diameter assemblies it was recommended that the tolerance of the end fittings
and liner should be such that a minimum clearance fit always exists while
staying away from an interference fit. To assure proper fit, the liner
should be swaged into the end fitting with the use of an expanding mandrel.
Aluminum to !nconel bonding: To further develop the concepts used in the
first nineteen tests, attempts were made to explosively bond 0.015 and
0.027 cm (0.006 and 0.011 in.) thick Inconel to an aluminum end fitting.
A test for test account will not be given in this report since most test
set ups were repetitious of Test #19, with varying explosives and buffers.
The major difference was the use of a sterling silver intermediate between
the Inconel and aluminum, which becomes a part of the bond. The development
of this tri-metal bond was done by the vendor on previous work in a different
configuration when they determined that a bond of Inconel directly to aluminum
was not practical.
The approach was to bond a 0.025 cm (0.010 in.) thick silver collar into the
recessed angle bond area of the aluminum fitting. Then the Inconel was
bonded to the silver collar. The first seventeen tests were used to bond
the silver into the recessed angle. The successful test set up is shown
in the following sketch. The transfer adhesive allowed the ii00-0 aluminum
plate to be removed without degrading the silver to aluminum end fitting
bond.
_Transfer
• /--Explosive, Detasheet - 0.025
eslve _ / 2
_0.09 g/cm (0.60 g/in 2)
0.17 _ _ f
radians _ . _-_ _
I
LtYP 1 Aluminum010cm(004I[0 0Plate
o.o25 (0.0t0 in.) Silver
--Aluminum Fitting
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It is important to note that the recess angle is cut from both edges of the
fitting. The reason for cutting the angle from both edges, versus cutting
from one edge, as developed earlier, was because of high pressure air erosion
of the fitting. Figure 30 shows both fitting concepts. The erosion is
severe in aluminum as compared to stainless steel because of its material
characteristics. It may be theorized that the single recess angle cut in
a stainless steel fitting, even though erosion of the fitting was not evident,
may have caused back pressure which could have been involved in the failure
of the 38 cm (15 in.) diameter inconel to stainless steel fitting test (Test
#19). However, more tests would be needed to substantiate this theory.
High Pressure
High Velocity _ .
Air _ f Explos
Z
Erosion Occurs in
This Area
ive Force
Liner
_"_ End Fitting
_Recessed Angle
Single Recessed Angle
High Pressure
High Velocity----_ f- Explosive
Air A t Force
Z Ramp Provides Less
Resistance to Escaping
Air, Causing Less Erosion
F Liner
?
_--Double Recessed
Angle
Double Recessed Angle
Figure 30. - End Fitting Recessed Angle Configurations
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After successfully bonding the silver into the aluminum fitting the next
step was to bond the Inconel into this assembly. The successful set up
used a 12.7 cm (5 in.) diameter 0.015 cm (0.006 in.) thick Inconel liner
bonded into an aluminum end fitting. The charge was Detasheet 0.025, 0.09
grams/cm2 (0.60 grams/in2). Tape was used as a charge cover, and 0.018 cm
(0.007 in.) thick mylar was used as a buffer as shown in the sketch.
_-- Explosive / ___
Mylar_ _ _/ Tape,
Charge Cover
Buffer
I, _ I ___inconel Line r
_Alum _ Silver Bonded Previously
inum Fitting
The result of the above was a leak-free bond, which appeared to have the
structural integrity explosive bonds are noted for as well as a smooth
transition area which will cause as little flow disturbance as possible.
Full scale aluminum to Inconel bonding: The next step in the explosive
bonding procedure was to bond an aluminum fitting to a 38 cm (15 in.)
diameter Inconel liner 0.015 cm (0.006 in.) thick. The procedure used
to bond this fitting was identical to that used on the successful aluminum
to Inconel 12.7 cm (5 in.) diameter bond including the charge, buffers,
and angle. A split mandrel was used to assure a good fit between the
fitting and liner. The result of the test was a good bond in all areas
except above the weld line of the aluminum fitting which was made from
a rolled and welded bar where there was an approximate 0.6 cm (0.25 in.)
width of unbonded area. The failure of the explosive bond was attributed
to the fusion weld in the aluminum fitting which had improper weld
penetration. One solution of this problem is to use aluminum fittings
machined from a billet. Since an aluminum fittin_ which was rolled and
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and welded from a bar still existed, an attempt was madeto salvage it by
re-welding the ring to get 100%penetration. This fitting was used for
the next explosive bonding test.
The next step in the explosive bonding development was to bond an aluminum
fitting to a 38 cm (15 in.) diameter Inconel liner which was 0.027 cm
(0.011 in.) thick which represented the thickness of the LOXtest item
liner. The procedure used to bond this fitting was identical to that
used on the successful aluminum to Inconel 12.7 cm (5 in.) diameter bond
including the charge, buffers and angle. The bond was successful and
showedno dye penetrant leaks.
The photomicrographs in Figures 31 and 32 illustrate someof the bonds
developed during this test program, specifically the aluminum to silver
and the aluminum to silver to Inconel.
Inconel Foil
0.015 cm Thick
(0.006 in. Thick)
8
Silver Foil --_
0.025 em Thick \\
(0.010 in. Thick)
Aluminum__ •Fitt g
8. __j .
Bond Area
Magnified 200X
Figure 31. - Photomicrograph, Aluminum to Inconel Bond
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Silver Foil
0.025 cm Thick
(0.010 in. Thick)
Bond Area
Magnified 200 X
_Aluminum Fitting
Figure 32. - Photomicrograph of Aluminumto Silver Bond
Cold shock test: The 38 cm (15 in.) diameter assembly, formed above using
the 0.015 cm (0.006 in.) thick liner, was subjected to a liquid nitrogen
cryogenic shock test. The item was immersed into an open liquid nitrogen
cryostat and allowed to remain submerged until the surface of the liquid
became quiesent indicating stabilized temperature. The item was quickly
removed from the LN 2 and during the warm-up period the liner buckled.
Considering the difference in coefficient of thermal expansions of the
two metals, the buckling of the liner can be axplained. The thin wall liner,
with very little mass, reached ambient temperature within three minutes
time. The aluminum end fitting with a much larger mass, required 25
minutes time to reach ambient temperature° During this time the aluminum
flange induced compressive loads in the hoop direction sufficient to fail
the liner in compressive hoop buckling. The liner hoop buckling can be
prevented by increasing the liner thickness or overwrapping with fiber-
glass.
The assembly using the 0.027 cm (0.011 in.) liner was also cryogenically
shocked in the same manner as the previous 38 cm (15 in.) diameter assembly.
The thicke_ liner prevents buckles from developing in this assembly.
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LOXmain engine test item bonding: The bonding of aluminum end fittings
to the LOXmain engine test item was performed using the experience gained
in the development program. The fittings were machined from a billet of
solid aluminum. The bonds were successful and exhibited no leakage when
checked with dye-penetrant.
One of the aluminum end fitting bonds failed while attempting to weld an
aluminum cap to the assembly. This failure is discussed later in this
report (page 88), but it required the bonding of another joint. At this
time, the fitting selected had been used previously and included a seam
weld.
Conclusions: Successful bonds were madeat each level of the development.
The lightweight characteristics of this joint style should provide impetus
to the resolution of the remaining problems.
Overwrap. - After end fittings were attached and end closures were installed
to permit test item pressurization, the test items were overwrapped. Prior
to overwrap, all test items were coated with Dow-Corning DC-20 silicone
release agent.
The overwrap consisted of three distinct layers: Hoop, longitudinally
laid, and hoop, applied in that order. The hoop roving was applied under
a predetermined wrap tension. The longitudinal cloth was laid the length
of the test item and consisted of equal widths of cloth separated by
equal width gaps. The hoop wound glass-fiber roving was 20 end S/HTS-901
fibers preimpregnated with 58-68R resin. The longitudinally laid cloth
was 1557 glass, hand impregnated with 58-68R resin. The resin content was
specified to be between 20 and 25%. The hoop wound roving is applied at
a rate of 6.3 turns/cm (16 turns/in.). Required instrumentation was in-
stalled on the longitudinal cloth and secured in place when the final
hoop layer of overwrap was applied. Table 13 shows various specifics of
the overwrap.
The 58-68R resin matrix and cloth mat require a cure cycle at elevated
temperatures. Several combinations of time and temperature are acceptable.
Figure 33 shows the cure temperature profile used for all test items
except the main engine LOX test item. Constant positive internal pressure
was maintained during cure.
The failure of an explosively bonded joint on the main engine LOX line
made it necessary to extend cure time and lower cure temperature. The
overwrap cure cycle for the main engine LOX line is shown in Figure 34.
[The early failure of an explosive bonded joint, as discussed later in this
report (page 88) was attributed to thermal expansion.] The new cure cycle
eliminated the explosive bond thermal failure problem.
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Temperature
°F K
350 450
25O
150
4OO
350
300
50 0
/
I I I I
4 6
Time - hours
,,X
8 I0
Figure 33. - Overwrap Cure Cycle
Temperature
°F K
350 " - 450
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250 -
400
m
150 - 350
300
50 -
0
I
; ;
2
I I
' 8i i_ I
6 16
Time = IIOURS
414 K (285°F)
Over Temperature
Shutdown
Figure 34. - Overwrap Cure Cycle for Explosive Bonded Joint
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Figure 35 shows a test item being overwrapped. Figure 36 and 37 show
typical overwrapped tubes.
Leak Tests - In-Process Verification. - During various stages of the test
item fabrication leak tests were performed to determine the quality of the
various test items at each fabrication level. Two types of leak checks were
performed on the test items at various steps. These were helium mass spec-
trometer and dye penetrant leak checks.
As an in-process verification, the weld which forms the liner, prior to
welding on end fittings, is dye penetrant leak checked. After welding or
explosively bonding end fittings to the liner the end fitting attachment
weld or bond was also dye penetrant leak checked serving as another in-
process verification. After end fitting closures were welded in place,
permitting internal pressurization of the tube, the assemblies were sub-
jected to a low pressure helium leak check which completed the final
in-process verification of the metal assemblies. Safety restrictions
and/or material yield strength precluded leak checks at operating pressure
until the overwrap system was installed and cured.
Upon receipt of the test articles from the tubing vendor, the liner
assembly underwent another low pressure helium leak check to determine
if any damage occurred during shipping. The final in-process leak check
occurred after the assembly had been overwrapped and cured. This was
also a helium leak check, but at system operating pressure. The results
of the test item leak checks are covered in the testing section of this
report (page 94).
Insulation Installation. - The OMS LOX system was insulated with 20 layers
of double aluminized 1/4 mil mylar separated by 20 layers of i0 mil thick
nylon net° The insulation was used only on one of the steady-state heat
input tests for the OMS LOX system. The joints were of a lap joint butt-
style as shown in the following sketch°
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The LH_ OMS system had one layer of double aluminized 1/4 rail mylar installed
for emlssivity purposes. This same technique was used for the LOX OMS system
for one run of the steady-state heat input test.
The LH_ OMS tube used for the radial thermal conductivity testing was in-
sulate_ per the sketch with 60 layers packed to a total thickness of 2.5
cm (i in.).
The main engine LH 2 test item was insulated with a quick setting, spray on
closed cell urethane foam. Foam depth was 15 cm (6 in.). The insulation
was added to conserve liquid hydrogen and prevent the formation of liquid
air during testing. The main engine LOX test item was not insulated since
the test cryogen was liquid nitrogen, which is a less costly commodity and
presents no safetyhazard as result of liquid air formation.
Test Fixture Design and Fabrication. - Test fixtures were either modified
from those used in Contract NAS3-12047 or specifically designed for this
program. A single test fixture was designed and fabricated for use on
the thermal cycle, pressure cycle, bending, and torsion tests of the main
engine test items. The fixture consisted of a liquid hydrogen, liquid
nitrogen, and hot gas supply, structural support and the test item. Mod-
ified test fixtures were used to perform the OMS test item cycle testing,
leak testing, and burst testing. New fixtures were designed to perform
the OMS test item flow tests, radial thermal conductivity, heat capacity
and vibration tests. Details and schematics of these fixtures are shown
in the test section of this document (page 94).
The designs incorporated the necessary safety considerations and provided
predictable and controllable operation without compromising technical
objectives. Established design practices for cryogenic and high-pressure
gas systems were employed to ensure adequate safety factors for all
fixtures.
The major effort of the test fixture design and fabrication was centered
around the vacuum chamber used for the OMS test item flow testing and
steady-state heat input testing. The use of the vacuum chamber allowed
the testing to be performed in a more realistic environment.
Required Modifications and Fabrication Problems. - During fabrication of
the various test items, several problems were encountered which required
some modification of the design criteria. The problems encountered and
the design changes or corrective actions taken for each problem are dis-
cussed in the following paragraphs.
Main engine preliminary test item: Throughout the overwrap and cure process,
the test item was pressurized internally to approximately 14 N/sq cm (25 psi).
A visual inspection of the test item, after completing the cure process,
showed indications of liner buckling. An inspection of the test item interior
confirmed that buckling existed, but due to the limited field of view of the
borescope, the type of buckling could not be determined. One closure plate
was removed from the test item to allow a closer inspection. This inspection
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showed that the buckling, shown in Figure 38, was characteristic of a com-
pressive failure in the longitudinal direction and it was suspected that the
failure occurred during the cure cycle. After completing the overwrapping,
the glass-resin composite is cured at elevated temperatures by placing the
test item in an oven and increasing the temperature to 340 K (150°F) for
two hours. The temperature is then increased to 420 K (300°F) and main-
tained for a period of four hours. The oven temperature is then linearly
decreased to ambient over a three hour period. When the over temperature
is initially increased, the temperature of the thin metal liner will in-
crease rapidly and the liner will attempt to grow. The temperature of the
solid support rods will not increase as rapidly due to the mass and location
of the rods in a quiescent atmosphere, so the support rods will not grow at
the same rate. The support rods would, therefore, restrain the expansion of
the liner and force the liner into compressive buckling.
An analysis of the liner stress condition during the initial temperature
increase, assuming no growth in the steel restraining rods, which is only
slightly conservative, shows the stress in the liner to be approximately
twice the allowable buckling stress° The allowable stress of 5200 N/sq cm
(7500 psi) was determined using the equation for buckling stress found in
Reference I.
The preliminary test item test program was abandoned at this point, although
considerable information was gained about the critical fabrication parameters.
The 38 cm (15 in.) diameter fusion welded and explosively bonded joints were
both acceptable. No hoop buckling occurred during or after the overwrap pro-
cess providing confidence in the internal pressure level selected_ The axial
support rods were deleted in favor of end fitting closure designs which could
withstand the operating pressure levels. The buckles in the tube have since
disappeared as creep of the liner within the unbonded overwrap occurred.
LH 2 main engine test item: The significant discovery during fabrication of
this test item was the undesirability of 0.008 cm (0.003 in.) thick metal
liners for large tubes° Liners of this thickness are not practical for
large diameter, long tubes due to the extreme care that must be exercised
during fabrication before the overwrap is applied. A thickness of 0.013 cm
(0.005 in.) is considered more practical.
The liner of this test item was received with a rather severe waffle pattern.
This was caused by improper preparation of the Inconel foil edges before
welding the sheets together. Removal of i cm (0.4 in.) from each edge of
the sheet will alleviate most of this problem by providing a straight edge
of uniform thickness. The tube was considered acceptable since no compressive
loading was planned, and the wrinkles had been proven to have little or no
effect in performance when the tubes were used as pressure vessels (i). All
test systems were modified to provide a minimum of i0 N/sq cm (15 psi) pres-
sure in the test item at all times. This pressure was required to remove the
buckles or waffle patterns which existed in the liner at ambient pressure.
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Figure 38. - Interior View of Preliminary Test Item
Showing Support Rods and Post-Overwrap
Buckles
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LOXmain engine test item: The original design of the LOXmain engine
test item permitted a maximumof two sections joined together by a single
hoop weld. The final item was madeof four sections joined together by
three hoop welds. The variance was a result of the resistance welder's
capability to extend tooling into the test item to the depth of the
shorter section seams. The hoop weld had to be a resistance weld to pre-
serve the heat treat performed on the liner after the longitudinal seam
welds. The liner length was also controlled by the oven size available
for heat treating the Inconel.
Several problems occurred during the bonding and welding of the end fittings
of the LOXmain engine test item. The explosive bonding of the aluminum end
fittings to the Inconel liner was successful on the first attempt (no dye
penetrant leaks were detectable). After receipt of the assembly at Martin
Marietta, while the end fittings were being prepared for welding, one end
fitting was subjected to a heat of approximately 450 K (350°F) and while
at this temperature a disbond occurred. The fitting was salvaged and an
unsuccessful attempt was madeto rebond it to the liner (dye penetrant
leakage existed). Another salvaged fitting was bonded to the liner, but
again dye penetrant leakage was evident. A decision was madeto proceed
with the test item with the known leakage and a cryogenic adhesive was
used in an attempt to seal this leakage. To preclude a disbond of another
fitting, a weld development program was undertaken. During the development
program, it was determined that end fitting closure plates could be joine d
to the aluminum end fitting with sufficient strength while using finely
chopped solid carbon dioxide to maintain the explosive bond area at or below
365 K (200°F) during the welding of the end caps.
Prior to installing the LOXmain engine test item in the test fixture, a
proof test was performed. The suspected weak explosive bond failed at
174 N/sq cm (253 psi). The failure of the bond prohibited the use of the
test item to perform manyof the planned tests.
OMSLH2 test items: A design changewas required during the fabrication
process to accommodatethe length constraints requested by the liner fab-
ricator. An expensive tooling charge would have been required to make the
original design length. In a production phase, the tooling for longer tubes
can be amortized and not result in any significant cost impact per unit.
The leakage requirement on the test items was also changed. The capability
of the vendor to achieve leak free welds, to somedegree of repeatability,
was proven in the previous program. Whenleaks did result in someof the
test items it was concluded that to refabricate the test items would create
a significant schedule impact, so the test items were accepted with the
leakage. Upon receipt of the test items from the vendor, an attempt was
madeto repair the leaking items by use of a cryogenic adhesive. Although
all leaks were not sealed, the leakage was reduced to a level where all
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items were considered useable. A tare leakage was performed on each item so
any degradation during tests would be noted by subsequent leak checks.
Overwrap constraints and provisions: An inspection of the LH_ main engine
test item, after completion of tile over, rap cure cycle, revealed a signifi-
cant displacement of the Inconel liner from the overwrap. This displacement
could not be attributed to the waffle pattern and suggested that allowable
hoop buckling limits had been exceeded in the liner at_some point in the
fabrication process.
A failure analysis was conducted to estimate stress levels occuring in the
liner so an estimate of different factors that contribute to the liner
buckling could be made. The very conservative assumptions made in this
analysis included:
o No resin is present between liner and the first overwrap layer, after
layup, but before cure;
o Each circumferential wrap contributes its full compressive load to the
liner, that is, the addition of a second circumferential layer does
not relieve the tension in the initial layer but adds an equal amount
so that the compressive load in the liner is doubled;
o Axial overwrap layers do not contribute to the hoop strength of line;
o Resin does not contribute to wrap strength until after 340 K (150 °F)
cure;
o No axial loads are transmitted between the liner and overwrap;
o Effective wrap thickness:
Before cure 0.023 cm (0.009 in.) which is the thickness of 2 layers
of glass-fibers.
After cure 0.04 cm (0.016 in.) which is the thickness of 2 layers
including resin.
Based on these assumptions the following conclusions were reached:
o A major contributor to liner buckling could be the initial wrap tension;
o Gas pressure during wrapping and curing was too low to prevent com-
pressive hoop stress in the liner;
o Liner buckling was due to excessive hoop stress and possibly uneven
axial stresses along liner seams;
o The fabrication process should be conducted to avoid compressive loads.
_9
Since the assumptions employed in the analysis were conservative, a re-
evaluation of the assumptions was made to define more reasonable choices.
The first two assumptions listed above were modified as follows:
O A resin layer of 0.0025 to 0.005 cm (0.001 to 0.002 in.) would be pre-
sent between the liner and the overwrap; and
O The wrap compressive load is 75% of the sum of the loads produced by
two independent circumferential layers.
With these modified assumptions, it was concluded that the liner should
not have buckled.
As a result of this analysis, the wrapping and curing of the LOX line was
accomplished according to the following criteria:
O Use 1.4 kg (3 Ib) per 20 ends wrap tension which was down from the
planned 1.8 kg (4 ib) per 20 ends;
Increase internal liner pressure to offset compressive loads during
both wrapping and curing based upon the conservative approach. This
would require approximately 28 N/sq cm (40 psi) in the tube as in-
ternal pressure; and
O Cure at 408K (275°F) maximum temperature, instead of the previously
used 422 K (300°F).
It was also decided to monitor a series of strain gages during the overwrap
and cure processes. Strain gage readings taken at intervals during the
overwrap process are shown in Table 14. The location of the strain gages
are discussed in the test item instrumentation portion of the following
report section (page 94).
These strain gage data do not correlate well with the expected results.
The strains (_) due to pressurizing the tube to 28 N/sq cm (40 psi) can
be expressed as:
Pr Pr
_H = t 2t = 800 #cm/cm
E
_A
Pr Pr
.3 -- = 188 _cm/cm
2t t
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The data, which was all temperature compensated, shows
= 643 #cm/cm or ii I #cm/cm/(N/sq cm)H
and
A
= 128 #cm/cm or 2.2 #cm/cm/(N/sq cm)
This discrepancy has not been explained by data analysis and may indicate
a built-in factor should be utilized in explaining other data. Significantly,
all delta strains from this starting measurement were fairly low which tends
to minimize the significance of any built-in error.
After the first overwrap the average hoop strains decreased by 30 #cm/cm
and the average axial strains increased by 31 _cm/cm. ThLs would trans-
late to less than 1.4 N/sq cm (2 psi) pressure required to offset the
overwrap. The second overwrap layer caused the average hoop strain to
decrease by 40 #cm/cm, requiring about 1.8 N/sq cm (2.6 psi) to offset
this change. Using an established equation for the required internal
pressure to offset wrap tension:
Trim
p =
r
Where P
T
n
m
r
= line pressure in N/sq cm, unit stress
= overwrap tension in N
= No. of _erwrap layers
= Noo of turns per cm
= tube radius, in cm
The required internal pressure for the LOX line would be 8.9 N/sq cm (13
psi). This is considerably higher than the total of 3.1N/sq cm (4.5 psi)
which was actually required. The overwrap system used was fairly old and
should not have had any substantial resin migration. The total shift in
strain during the cure cycle was 50 _cm/cm in the hoop direction which
could be offset by less than 2.8 N/sq cm (4 psi) internal pressure.
Sun_narizing, the strains associated with overwrap and cure are about 30%
of those predicted by the very conservative analysis. The gross dis-
crepancies are identified as:
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A built-in error in the strain reading during pressurization, probably
caused by the strain gage proximity to the hoop stiffeners provided in
the liner; and
A fairly substantial squeezing of the resin both during overwrapping
and during curing, even at above 340 K (150°F) which was considered
to be the resin set temperature.
Future overwrapping can be accomplished with less conservative numbers, if
required to avoid overstress in the unreinforced liner. However, the failure
in the LH 2 tube must not be overlooked when reducing this pressure.
Shippin_ Problems. - The original test items of both the LH 2 and LOX OMS
systems were damaged in-route from the west coast vendors. In both cases,
the damage was attributed to rough handling by the airlines. To prevent
damage to the remade lines, a pressurization package was made available
for each item. Since these items were to be air freighted to Denver from
Los Angeles, a possible implosion of the lines could occur. To eliminate
this problem, a custodian escorted the tubes during flight. The custodian
had access to the test items and also the pressurization system capable of
restoring test item pressure as required.
As a result of the knowledge gained during this program, the following
suggestions are made for further tube shipments:
o During the shipment of thin metal lines it is always desirable to
maintain an internal positive pressure; or
If an internal pressure that lends both axial and hoop support is
not possible, an air bag, balloon, or internal mandrel should be
used to support the test item in the hoop direction; and finally,
o Assure proper design and identification of the shipping container.
Many of the tubes fabricated on this and the previous program were shipped
without any sign of damage. The tubes are adequately strong to be shipped
with judicious handling practice and packaging techniques. The main engine
LOX and LH 2 test items were not damaged in shipping. The thicker gage of
the LOX test item contributed significantly to its strength and the main
engine LH^ test item was transported with an internal mandel which supported
the test _tem adequately in the hoop direction.
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TESTANDANALYTICALCORRELATION
The objectives of the test program were to determine the flow and thermal
characteristics, and verify the structural integrity of the test items.
To accomplish these objectives the test items were subjected to the test
programs outlined in Figure 39 for the OMSLOXtest items, Figure 40 for
the OMSLH2 test items and Figure 41 for the main engine test items.
Test Item Instrumentation. - For this test program each of the composite
sections used in the assembly of the OMS LOX and LH 2 feedlines were instru-
mented to provide biaxial strain measurement of the liner during burst
testing. The strain gages were bonded to the outside of the liner at
the midpoint and near an end fitting prior to applying the overwrap. Two
thermocouples were mounted on each composite section for temperature
measurement. The location of the thermocouples and strain gages are
shown in the sketch below. The thermocouples were installed during over-
wrapping prior to applying the last layer of glass fibers. For the flow
and steady-state heat input testing, additional thermocouples were attached
to the end fittings and to the metal elbows and tees. Thermocouples were
also installed on the outside of the vacuum chamber walls for the steady-
state heat input test.
L__ L
X X 2.5 cm (i.0 in.)
X Bi-Axial Strain-Outside Line
Temperature of Overwrap
OMS Test Items Instrumentation
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Figure 39. - OMS LOX Feedline Test
Program
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I Helium Leak Test _Thermal Cycling Test
NOTE: The main engine LH 2 test item was
subjected to the test progrsm shown.
The main engine LOX test item failed
during a proof pressure test prior
to the thermal cycling test.
Helium Leak Test
PressureTestCycling I
Helium Leak Test
Bending Cycling
Test
TorsionTestCycling I
i I
I elium Leak Test
'L
Ambient Temperature IBurst Test
Figure 41. - Main Engine Feedline Test Program
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Tbe instrumentation on the main engine test items also consisted of
strain measurements and temperature measurements. The strain gages were
bonded to the inside of the liner prior to installing the end caps and
to the outside of the liner prior to overwrapping. The thermocouples
were installed under the last layer of overwrap.
The location of the thermocouples and strain gages on the main engine
LOX and LH 2 test items is shown in Figure 42. Two additional thermocouples
were added to the LOX test item on the outside of the liner, under the
overwrap, near the point where the thermocouples are installed under the
final layer of overwrap to provide a _T at the locations shown on the
figure.
During the burst and cycle tests the pressure in the test items was
determined by continuously recording the output of a pressure transducer
installed on the test item.
The output of the pressure transducers, thermocouples, and strain gages
were recorded on direct writing recorders. A detailed description of
the instrumentation and data acquisition system components is included
as Appendix G.
Leak Tests. - The purpose of the leak tests was to verify the integrity
of the test items prior to overwrap, after overwrap and cure, and after
each test in the test program. After completing the overwrap and cure
process, the tare leakage rate of the test items was determined by a
qualitative leak test at the operating pressures listed below:
OMS LOX Test Items 45 N/sq cm (65 psi)
OMS LH 2 Test Items 31N/sq cm (45 psi)
Main Engine LH 2 Test Item 69 N/sq cm (I00 psi)
For leak testing the test item was encased in a plastic bag and the mass
spectrometer probe was sealed into the bag as shown in Figure 43. The
test item was then pressurized with gaseous helium to operating pressure,
and the output of the mass spectrometer was recorded.
This method of leak checking, referred to as accumulation, is qualitative
and is excellent if there are no leaks in the tube. The method is not
considered to be quantitative in nature because the leaking helium will
accumulate in the bag and replace the nitrogen gas or air that was
originally in the bag.
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III
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Figure 43. - Qualitative Helium Leak Check Method
The results of the pre- and post-overwrap leak tests on the OMS test
items are summarized in Table 15. The results of the post-overwrap leak
checks provided the baseline data for the subsequent leak checks performed
during the test program. These leak checks are discussed in the individual
test writeups for the OMS test items. The results of the leak tests on
the main engine LH 2 test item are plotted in Figure 44.
After completing the overwrap and cure process the LOX test item was
leak tested by the qualitative method. During this test the mass spec-
trometer was driven off scale at a test item pressure of 117 N/sq cm
(170 psi). In view of the high leakage rate and the knowledge that the
final explosive bonded joint was not entirely successful, a decision was
made to proof pressure test the LOX test item to a pressure of 172 ! 3.5
N/sq cm (250 ! 5 psi). For this test the ends of the test item were
sealed and _he pressure was slowly increased. The suspect joint failed
at a test item pressure of 174 N/sq cm (253 psi). The failure was
attributed to the weakness of the unbonded portion of the explosive bond.
A photograph of the failure is included as Figure 45.
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TABLE15. - OMSTESTITEMSIN-PROCESSLEAKrCHECKRESULTS
COMPOSITESECTION
INDENTIFICATION
OMSLOX
Sections
OMSLH2
Sections
l& 2
3
4
PRE-OVERWAP
17 N/sq cm (25 psi)
Helium Pressure
1.56 scc/sec a, c
0
2.3 x 10-6 scc/sec
POST-OVERWRAP
Operating
Pressure Helium b
1.5 x 10-6 scc/sec
0
2.5 x 10-6 scc/sec
2.7 x 10 -7 scc/sec
2
3
4
5
a. This tube was repaired with a cryogenic epoxy after completing the
overwrap and cure process.
b. 45 N/sq cm (65 psi) for LOX test sections.
31 N/sq cm (45 psi) for LH 2 test sections.
c. No leakage was noted by the dye penetrant method on any tube, except
the OMS LOXSections I and 2.
d. Zero leakage, as stated, means not detectable by a helium mass
spectrometer.
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Figure 44.- Main Engine LH 2 Test Item
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Since the remaining explosive bonded joint was still intact, it was
decided to perform the thermal cycle testing on this joint. In order to
verify the integrity of the joint after subjecting it to thermal cycling,
a method of performing low pressure leak checks was devised. This con-
sisted of inflating a plug in the end of the tube. The good end of the
tube was then encased in a plastic bag and the test item was pressurized to
2 N/sq cm (3 psi) with gaseoushelium. A sketch of the test setup is shown
below.
Sand Bags
Inflatable Plug
ic Bag
Mas
Spectrometer I
Helium_
Supply
The output of the mass spectrometer was monitored for a period of one
hour while the tube was pressurized. This test was performed prior to
starting thermal cycles, after completing i0 cycles and after completing
50 cycles. The results of these leak tests showed no leakage through the
joint on any of the tests.
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LH 20MS Flow Tests. - Outflow tests were performed on the LH 20MS test
item to determine the chilldown, transient, and steady-state flow charac-
teristics. The initial tests used liquid nitrogen as the working fluid
while the last test in the program used liquid hydrogen. Discussions of
system geometry, instrumentation, test procedures, and results are
presented. A schematic of the test installation is shown in Figure 46.
System description: The test item was installed in a vacuum chamber that
was capable of operating at 10 -5 torr to simulate the heat transfer to
the feedline in a space environment. The test item which simulated the
OMS LH 2 feedline from the tank outlet to one engine, is shown in Figure 47.
The test fluid was supplied from a pressurized, insulated tank through a
short insulated line to the test section. The insulated line contained
a flow metering orifice and a flow control valve jacketed with the test
fluid. The cryogenic jacket assured that zero quality liquid was con-
tained in the line above the flow start valve.
Temperature instrumentation used during the test is shown in Figure 47.
Pressure measurements of primary concern in evaluating chilldown were
the tank top pressure and the pressures at the inlet to the engine and
simulated leg orifices. In addition, the pressure drop across the orifice
in the insulated line between the supply tank and the test item inlet
was used to compute mass flow in the system. Other pressure drop measure-
ments recorded were engine and simulated leg orifices and across line
sections.
Test description: In general, each test consisted of the following
sequence of events: i) evacuate test chamber; 2) propellant loading;
3) tank pressurization; 4) hold; and 5) outflow. Variations in these
events were made in specific tests to evaluate their effect on the
chilldown process. Table 16 is presented to compare these events for
two liquid nitrogen and one liquid hydrogen outflow tests. The storage
dewar conditions have also been included in the table.
During LN 2 Run i, propellant loading was conducted with the tank vented
to assure saturated propellant at 8.3 N/sq cm (11.7 psia) absolute
pressure. The loading process took approximately 12 minutes. After
loading, the tank was pressurized to approximately 28.3 N/sq cm (41 psi)
and held for 3.5 hours. The pressurized hold period was employed to
allow warming of the propellant. However, since the supply tank insula-
tion was designed for use with liquid hydrogen, the heat leak into the
tank was extremely low. As a result, only a 2 K (3°F) rise in temperature
was noted on the orifice inlet temperature measurement. Outflow for this
run was initiated by manual opening of the flow control valve in approximately
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15 seconds. This slow opening was employed because it was believed that
excessive pressure surges might occur during initiation of flow in the
feedline. However, since no significant pressure surges occured, rapid
pneumatic valve opening was employed in subsequent runs.
The loading procedure in LN 2 Run 2 was changed to load the tank under
15.2 to 22.1N/sq cm absolute (22 to 32 psi) pressure. The purpose of
this procedure was to obtain a saturation temperature higher than that
normally maintained in the LN 2 storage dewar. No hold period was employed
after pressurization in this run.
For the liquid hydrogen run, loading was accomplished with tank pressure
maintained at 18.6 to 20.0 N/sq cm absolute (27 to 29 psi) to minimize
boiloff. Storage pressure in the LH 2 dewar was maintained at 17.2 to
20.7 N/sq cm absolute (37 to 42 psi) so that some cooling of the pro-
pellant would be accomplished during loading.
Test results: To evaluate the chilldown process, pressure histories for
the tank, the engine leg orifice inlet, and the simulated leg orifice
inlet were prepared for the three outflow tests. These histories are
presented in Figures 48, 49, and 50. In addition to these measured pres-
sures, a plot of propellant saturation pressure corresponding to the
temperature measured by the flow metering orifice inlet thermocouple is
also included in the figures. Chilldown at the engine and simulated leg
orifices was assumed to have occurred when the inlet pressures at these
orifices reached the estimated saturation pressure curve. This condition
is indicated in the figures as the maximum chilldown time. Beyond this
time, the propellant at the orifice inlet is assumed to be subcooled.
Consideration of all three saturation pressure curves indicates a tendency
to approach a constant value after a certain length of time. It is be-
lieved this pressure represents the true bulk propellant saturation in
the tank. An extrapolation of this pressure back to the start of the out-
flow was made for each run and is indicated by the dashed line on the
figures. The intersection of the extrapolation and the orifice inlet
pressure curves has been identified as _oinimum chilldown time on each of
the figures. The minimum chilldown point represents the minimum time
allowable to reach essentially zero quality condition at the orifice
inlets if no propellant temperature increase occurred between the tank
and the orifice inlets. Table 17 summarizes the maximum and minimum
chilldown times taken from the figures.
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TABII{ 17. - NAXI>fU}I AND MINI>[UM CI{ILLDOWN TI}N{S
LN RUN 1
2
Maximum time, sec 2.3
Minimum time, sec 1.5
LN 2 RUN 2 LH 2 TEST
1.8 0.4
1.2 0.3
Propellant mass flowrates from the tank were computed from the flow
metering orifice pressure drop and inlet temperature measurements.
flowrates are presented in Figure 51. Differences in valve opening
procedures can be readily seen in the figure.
These
Temperature measurements were also made at various points on the composite
feedline. Typical temperatures in the overwrap and end fitting during
LN 2 Run 2 and LII2 Run 1 are presented in Figures 52 and 53. Comparison
of the data indicates that the overwrapped area tends to cool much faster
than the end fittings. This is attributed to the smaller mass and lower
heat capacity of this section of the tube.
Analytical Correlation. - The analysis program predicted tile chilldown
time for the OMS LH 2 test item to be on the order of 2 seconds. The
results of the test program show a chilldown time of 0.3 to 0.4 seconds.
Since the chilldown of the line is very rapid and the computer analysis
gives a conservative time, no modification of the math model is planned.
The simplified analysis performed to predict the chilldown time for the
OMS LOX line gave a chilldown time on the order of 0.3 seconds. No losses
or heat transfer film coefficient were considered, so this represents the
ideal absolute minimum chilldown time. Since chilldown testing of the
OMS LOX test item was cancelled, this time was not verified by test.
However, chilldown tests on the OMS LH 2 test item using liquid nitrogen
show a chilldown time of 2.0 - 2.5 seconds. The simplified analysis per-
formed on this line using LN 2 gave a predicted chilldown time of 0.8
seconds which indicates the actual chilldown time for the LOX line would
be about 1.0 second.
The composite line does show a significant advantage over the all-metal
line in chilldown boiloff. After an initial surge, in which the heat
content of the metal liner is consumed, the boiloff drops off and is then
supported only through the heat contained in the overwrap and in the
heavier metal of the elbows, end fittings, etc. With an all-metal line,
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the higher boiloff would continue for a much longer period. The heavier
metal elbow structure continues to contribute to the boiloff for a much
longer period as shown in Figure 54. Had the composite areas been of all-
metal construction, the cooldown in those areas would have been similar
to this curve and the initial high boiloff level would have continued
beyond 25 seconds.
OMS LOX Steady-State Heat Input. - The thermal analysis performed on the
OMS propellant feedlines considered the LOX line to be wet, that is, with
the flow initiating valve located at the engine interface. The purpose
of this test was to determine the steady-state heat input to the LOX test
item under static (no flow) conditions while filled with simulated propel-
lant.
For this testing, the test item shown in Figure 55 was installed in the
test fixture shown schematically in Figure 56. An anti-geysering device
consisting of a concentric line inside of the test item was employed to
keep the test item filled with liquid nitrogen for the duration of the
test runs. Three test runs were made using liquid nitrogen as the test
medium. For the first test___th_¢ test itemwas uninsulated; for the
second test, one layer of double aluminized mylar was wrapped around
the test item; and for the third test, 20 layers of double aluminized
mylar with each layer separated by nylon netting, were wrapped around
the test item. Analysis of the test data shows the actual heat input
to be less than the heat input predicted by the analytical program.
The tests were performed by filling the supply tank with LN 2 and allowing
the system to stabilize. The heat input to the feedline was determined
by measuring the propellant boiloff rate, using a gas flowmeter installed
in the vent system. The tare heat input from the supply tank in its
insulated configuration was determined by this method prior to installing
the test item. The tare boiloff rate was 0.0014 m3/hr (0.0368 gal/hr).
The tare boiloff rate and the heat input were determined with the chamber
evacuated to simulate a space environment.
The results of the steady-state heat input testing performed on the OMS
LOX line are compared to boil_ff predicted by the analysis program in
Table 18. The addition of a single layer of aluminized mylar to alter the
surface emissivity of the overwrap had a substantial impact on the boiloff
rates as can be seen in the table.
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Figure 56. - OMS LOX Stendy-Stste Heat Input
Test Installation Schematic
TABLE18. - OMSLOXSTEADY-STATEHEATINPUTTEST
RESULTSCOMPARISONWITHANALYTICAL
PREDICTIONS
Predicted Propellant Boiloff Actual Propellant Boiloff
Line Condition 3 3
m /hr gal/hr m /hr gal/hr
Uninsulated
(Bare Line)
*Complete Contact
**Partial Contact
Insulated
*(i Layer MLI)
Insulated +
**(20 Layers MLI)
0. 007
0.006
0. 0024
0.0014
1.89
1.63
0.63
0.37
0.006
0. 002
0.0007
* Liner in complete contact with the overwrap.
** Liner in partial contact (50%) with the overwrap.
÷ At a density of 20-24 layers per cm (50-60 layers per inch).
1.56
0.47
0.18
The good agreement between the predicted boiloff and the test results
validates the assumptions and the math models used in the analysis and,
therefore, no modification of the analysis technique is required.
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Radial Thermal Conductivity. - The objective of the radial thermal con-
ductivity test was to determine the radial thermal conductivity of an
OMS LH 2 composite feedline section. The test section consisted of an
Inconel liner 0.008 cm (0.003 in.) thick with appropriate end fittings,
overwrapped with approximately 0.05 cm (0.020 in.) of glass-fiber over-
wrap. The nominal tube diameter was 9.4 cm (3.7 in.).
Electric heaters were attached to the i0 cm (4 in.) long test section
and guard heaters were attached on both ends of the test section to
minimize end effect errors. The feedline and heaters were installed in
a vacuum chamber and the feedline was filled with liquid nitrogen. The
test section heaters were adjusted to maintain a desired temperature
gradient radially through the test section wall. The guard heaters were
controlled such that there was no axial temperature difference between
the test section and the adjacent portions of the feedline.
This procedure was repeated at different radial temperature gradients
and with the test section pressure at 8.27 N/sq cm absolute (12 psia)
and 19.3 N/sq cm absolute (28 psia). The test setup is shown schematically
in Figure 57and the thermocouple locations and heater cross sections are
shown in Figure 58.
The results of this testing showed the radial thermal conductivity of
the composite feedline is much lower than that of other candidate feed-
line materials. The results of the radial thermal conductivity test
including comparisons with other feedline materials are plotted on
Figure 59. This represents a major deviation from earlier analytical
predictions which can be explained by the low conductivities of the
overwrap material and the lack of good contact between the liner and
overwrap. The lack of contact may be more widespread than expected.
Inspection of the tubes after the liner has been plastically strained,
such as during burst testing, exemplifies this theory. Almost continuous
hoop depressions, a significantly larger diameter than the original tube,
indicate there existed a gap between the liner and overwrap in a large
percent of the total surface area during routine operations.
Heat Capacity. - An experimental program was performed to determine the
specific heat of a glass-fiber resin overwrap material and Inconel 718
metal for temperatures ranging from room temperature to liquid hydrogen
temperature.
Test method: The average specific heat of various materials was deter-
mined for s_veral temperature ranges by the methods indicated:
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Figure 57. - Test Setup Schematic, Radial
Thermal Conductivity
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Test
Section
Guard Test Guard
Heater Heater Heater
I T6J [.T5 .T3 T2.[ ].TI
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Thermocouples T3 and T4 indicate the radial temperature gradient
and thermocouple pairs TI - T2 and T5 - T6 indicate the axial heat
loss.
Figure 58. - Test Item Cross Section
Radial Thermal Conductivity
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TEMPERATURE RANGE
294 to 350 K (70 to 170°F)
294 to 195 K (70 to -109°F)
294 to 78 K (70 to -320°F)
195 to 78 K (-109 to -320°F)
METHOD
Water Bath Calorimeter
Water Bath Calorimeter
Water Bath Calorimeter
LN 2 Boiloff
The water bath calorimeter method used an insulated 1500 cc vessel, a
motor-driven stirrer and a thermometer graduated in 0.01K increments.
To facilitate calculations, the weight of water in the calorimeter was
kept at I000 g (2.2 Ib) for all tests. Insulated containers of water
heated to 350 K (170°F), dry ice in acetone at 195 K (-109°F) and liquid
nitrogen at 78 K (-320°F) were used to condition the test specimens to
the initial temperature prior to inserting them into the water bath
calorimeter. The enthalpy change experienced by the water in bringing
the specimen to equilibrium temperature was used to calculate the average
specific heat of the specimen for the particular temperature interval.
The LN 2 boiloff method involved the use of a small LN 2 filled cryostat
mounted on a balance scale graduated in 0.I g (0.002 ib) increments.
Specimens were conditioned to 195 K (-109°F) in a dry ice/acetone bath,
during which time weight measurements were made to determine the cryostat
weight change (LN 2 boiloff) rate. The specimen was then placed in the
cryostat, and the weight versus time history again obtained. Plots of
the weight versus time history were then used to determine the weight of
LN 2 boiled off by the test specimen. This information, together with the
known latent heat of vaporization of LN 2 was used to calculate the heat
content and average specific heat of the specimen for the 195 K (-109°F)
to 78 K (-320°F) interval.
Test materials: The two materials under investigation were Inconel 718
and a glass-fiber/resin overwrap material consisting of approximately
75% by weight S/HTS glass-fiber and 25% by weight 58-68R resin. In
addition, reference specimens of copper, lead, 6061 aluminum and 316
stainless steel (for which published specific heat data exist) were
tested to assess the validity and accuracy of the test method and
apparatus. The weights of the samples were as follows:
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MATERIAL SPECI_iEN WEIGHT
6061 Aluminum
Copper
Lead
316 Stainless Steel
Inconel 718
Glass-Fiber/Resin Overwrap
lb
82 20
169 90
240 05
97 31
28 85
39 80
0.18
0.35
0.53
0.21
0.O6
0.09
Calibration results: The average values of published specific heat
(Cp) were obtained by graphically integrating under the published curves
between the temperature bounds and then dividing the area so obtained by
the abscissa dimension. A comparison of these values with the test data
shows a maximum deviation of 5% for the aluminum, stainless steel and
lead samples and I_/o for the copper sample. The calibration results
indicated that the accuracy of the results subsequently obtained for the
Inconel and overwrap materials should be on the order of + 5%.
Test results: The average values of specific heat for the Inconel and
overwrap test materials are shown as the shaded rectangular blocks in
Figures 60 and 61. An examination of the figures shows that any data
acquired by the water calorimeter method for samples conditioned at
liquid hydrogen temperature would only have defined a point on the C
P
curve which had already been covered by the 195 to 78 K (-109 to -320°F)
tests. The usefulness of testing at LH 2 temperature was, therefore,
seen to be contingent on restricting the upper bound of the temperature
range to 78 K (-320°F) which is LN 2 temperature. Although it is tech-
nically feasible to determine C in the 21K (-423°F) regime by either
P
the LH 2 latent heat of vaporization method or the LN 2 calorimeter method,
these techniques are relatively difficult to control to the desired
accuracy levels. Furthermore, an inspection of the C curves shows
P
that, since the curve must intercept the origin, any reasonable variation
assumed for the curve characteristic between tbe origin and the intercept
established for the 78 to 195 K (-320 to 109°F) regime would have only a
minor effect (5% maximum) on the area under the curve (enthalpy) between
the 2] and 294 K (-423 to +70°F) bounds (LH 2 system cooldown) and even
less effect on the enthalpy value between 91 to 294 K (-297 to 70°F)
(LOX system coo]down).
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The curves shown in Figures 60 and 61 were fitted to provide, in each of
the temperature intervals, an area under the curve equal to that of the
shaded area. The curve fit for the overwrap material is considered to be
very satisfactory. The curve fit for the Inconel 718 is somewhatless
satisfactory, however, the area mismatch is a maximumof 4?o. The
enthalpy of the two materials, as given by the area under the curves, is
as follows for the temperatures of interest in cryogenic propellant
systems:
Changein Enthalpy
294 to 90 K (70 to -297°F)
Material joules/g Btu/Ibm joules/cm 3 Btu/fn. 3
Inconel 718
Glass-Fiber Res in
Overwrap Materia i
72.8
126.5
31.3
54.4
599
296
294 to 21 K (70 to -423°F)
Material
Inconel 718
Glass-Fiber Resin
Overwrap Material
joules/g
82.6
137.7
Btu/Ibm
35.5
59.2
jou le s/cm 3
676
322
Btu/in. 3
10.5
5.0
Analytical correlation: The specific heat of candidate feedline materials
is shown in Figure 62. By integrating these data, one can conclude the
total enthalpy per pound for the glass-fiber overwrap is considerably
higher than for stainless steel, and considerably lower than for aluminum.
However, to determine the total residual heat in a feedline, the densities
must be included and the tradeoff per unit volume favors the overwrap
material over both aluminum and stainless steel.
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Vibration. - One section of the LOX OMS test item was subjected to
vibration testing at sine vibration levels of: i) 5-13 Hz at 0.6 cm
(1/4 in.) single amplitude for I0 minutes; 2) 13-600 Hz at 3 g rms for
I0 minutes; and 3) 600-2000 Hz at 4 1/2 g rms for i0 minutes. The
vibration test was performed with the test section at ambient temperature
and repeated with the test item cooled to below 89 K (-300°F) with liquid
nitrogen. Leak tests performed at operating pressure 45 N/sq cm (65 psi)
after each vibration test showed no degradation in the integrity of the
test section. A photograph of the test item installed in the vibration
test fixture is included as Figure 63.
Figure 63. - Cryogenic Temperature Vibration Test
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The following sketch shows the accelerometer locations on the test item:
Accelerometer L/
i a_3 4 5_-- 4-_ 2
Figure 64 shows a typical plot of accelerometer output versus frequency
during the cold temperature test run. The resonant frequencies and mid-
and quarter-span responses determined during the test are compared with
the predictions from the analytical model in Table 19,
TABLE 19. - FEEDLINE TEST DATA VERSUS ANALYTICAL RESULTS
Mode 1
Mode 2
Mode 3
Mode 4
Mode 5
Mode 6
Mode 7
Mid-Span Response (g)
Qtr-Span Response (g)
Frequency (Hz)
Test Analysis
196 176
580 372
660 573
780 766
i000 956
1200 1143
1300 1331
57.3 46.9
33.9 25.4
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Examination of the data shows that in general the agreement between analytical
and test frequencies is good, indicating that the elastic model being used
for the dynamic analysis is acceptable for future analysis.
The comparison also indicates that the agreement in response data is good,
but that the analytical value used for damping was too high. The analytical
value used was 5% nodal damping, whereas, the test data indicates a value
of 470 should have been used.
Thermal Cycle Tests. - The LOX and LH 2 test items, both OMS and main
engine, were subjected to thermal cycling from ambient temperature to
operating temperature and back to ambient temperature. Two composite
sections of each of the simulated OMS feedlines and the main engine LH 2
test item were subjected to 200 cycles. The failed main engine LOX test
item was subjected to 50 cycles_
The thermal cycles on the OMS test items were performed with the test
items installed in the test fixture shown in Figure 65 The test speci-
mens were cooled down by flowing liquid nitrogen (LOX test items) or
liquid hydrogen (LH 2 test items) from the supply through the inlet
manifold and the test specimens into the outlet manifold and an outlet
vent. This flow was continued until the temperatures in the overwrap
became essentially stable. The test specimens were then warmed up to
ambient temperature by flowing hot gaseous nitrogen from the nitrogen
heater through the test specimens. The test sections were subjected to
a pressure of 24 to 31N/sq cm (35 to 45 psi) during each cooldown cycle,
Leak checks performed before and after the thermal cycles showed no degra-
dation in the structural integrity of the test sections.
The thermal cycles on the LH 2 main engine test item were performed with
the tube mounted in the fixture as shown in Figure 66. A photograph of
the test item installed in the fixture is included as Figure 67. Prior
to performing the thermal cycles, the test item was encased in a plastic
bag and leak checked at operating pressure. The test item was then
coated with 13 cm (6 in.) of urethane foam insulation.
The thermal cycles on the main engine LH 2 test item were performed by
precooling the test item with liquid nitrogen and then completing the
cooldown with liquid hydrogen. The liquid nitrogen was sprayed inside
of the test item until the overwrap temperatures dropped below 105 K
(-270°F). The liquid nitrogen spray was then stopped and the cooling
was continued with liquid hydrogen until the temperatures in the over-
wrap became essentially stable. The test item was then warmed to ambient
temperature with heated gaseous nitrogen. This sequence was repeated
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Figure 66. - Main Engine Thermal Cycle Test Fixture Schematic
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Figure 67. - Main Engine LH2 Test Item Installed in Test
Fixture Prior to Applying Insulation
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until a total of 200 thermal cycles were completed, at which time the test
item was subjected to a leak check at operating pressure and ambient
tem!_erature. The results of this leak test, as plotted on Figure 44,
show no degradation in the integrity of the test item. A plot of temper-
ature vs time for a typical cycle is included as Figure 68.
For the thermal cycle test on the failed IOX main engine tube, the test
item was installed in the test fixture with the failed end up. Tile thermal
cycles were performed by filling the lower one-third of tile tube with
liquid nitrogen and allowing the temperature to stabilize. The liquid
nitrogen was then drained and the test item was warmed to ambient temp-
erature with heated gaseous nitrogen. This sequence was repeated until
a total of 50 thermal cycles were completed. The results of low pressure
helium leak tests performed before starting the cycles, after completing
i0 cycles, and after completing 50 cycles showed no degradation in the
integrity of the explosively bonded joint. A plot of temperature vs time
for a typical cycle is included on Figure 68.
Pressure Cycle Tests. - The LH 2 main engine test item was subjected to 200
pressure cycles from 10 N/sq cm (15 psi) to 69 N/sq cm (I00 psi) and back.
This test was performed with the test item installed in the same fixture
used for thermal cycle testing. For this test the tube was filled with
liquid hydrogen and allowed to stabilize. The tube was then pressurized
with gaseous helium to 69 N/sq cm (I00 psi) at a rate not exceeding
7 N/sq cm/sec (i0 psi/sec). The test item pressure was then reduced at
approximately the same rate. This sequence was repeated until a total of
200 pressure cycles were completed. A helium leak test performed after
completing the cycles showed no degradation in the structural integrity
of the test item.
Bending Cycle T_sts. - The LH 2 main engine test item was subjected to
200 bending cycles while filled with liquid hydrogen and pressurized to
41N/sq cm (60 psi). This test was performed with the test item installed
in the same fix[ure used for the thermal and pressure cycle tests. The
test item was filled with liquid hydrogen, allowed to stabilize, and then
pressurized with gaseous helium to a pressure of 41N/sq cm (60 psi). A
lateral force of 34 kg (75 ibs) was then applied to the free end of the
test item at a rate not exceeding 4.5 kg/sec (i0 Ibs/sec). This load was
applied and relaxed until a tot_l of 200 bending cycles were completed.
The load caused a deflection of 0.95 cm (0.375 in.) at the free end of
the test item.
Torsion Cycle Tests. - The LH 2 LLiain engine test item was subjected to
200 torsion cycles while still filled with liquid _yd_ogen. For this test
a set of rollers was installed at the free end of the test item to prevent
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Figure 68. - Typical Thermal Cycle Main Engine Feedlines
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bending and the torsion load was applied about the axial centerline of the
test item. The test item was pressurized to 69 N/sq cm (I00 psi) while
the torsion cycles were performed. For the torsion test a load of 0.55
m-kg (4 ft-lbs) was applied for the first 37 cycles, l.lO m-kg (8 ft-lbs)
for the next 23 cycles and 2.20 m-kg (16 ft-lbs) for the remaining 140
cycles.
A helium leak test performed after completing the bending and torsion
cycles showed no evidence of degradation in the structural integrity of
the test item. The results of this test are plotted on Figure 44.
Burst Tests. After completing all other testing, the test sections were
subjected to ambient or cryogenic (liquid nitrogen) burst tests using a
standard fixture. Table 20 compares the actual burst pressure to the
predicted burst pressure for each tube section.
TABLE 20.- BURST TEST DATA VERSES ANALYTICAL PREDICTIONS
Section No.
OMS LOX 1
2
4
OMS LH 2 1
2
3
4
5
Main
Engine
LH2
Diameter
cm in.
6.4 2.5 AMB.
6.4 2.5 AMB.
5. i 2.0 78K(-320°F)
T emp.
9.4 3.7 AMB.
9.4 3.7 AMB.
9.4 3.7 78K(-320°F)
7.9 3.1 AMB.
7.9 3.1 AMB.
38 15 AMB.
Burst Pressure
Actual Predicted
N/sq cm psi_
500 725
562 815
1138 1650
228 330
221 320
317 460
286 415
315 457
124 180
N/sq cm psiR
441 640
441 640
827 1200
228 330
228 330
296 430
269 390
269 390
105 152
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The higher than predicted burst pressures indicate some transfer of axial
loads to the _lass-fiber overwrap. This load transfer is attributed to
the friction between the liner and the overwrap when the tube is pressurized.
This transfer of axial load was not considered in the tube design but was
known to exist from the previous program results.
A photograph of a typical OMStest item failure at ambient or liquid
nitrogen temperature is included as Figure 69 and a photograph of the
failed main engine LH2 test item is included as Figure 70. A plot of
pressure versus strain during the burst test of the main engine LH2 test
item is included as Figure 71.
Weight. Table 21 compares the actual weight of the composite feedline
sections to the predicted weight of an all-metal feedline. The table also
compares the predicted weight of a composite section using optimized end
fittings to the all-metal feedline. If end fittings are not considered
the composite lines are much lighter per unit length. For example, section
3 of the OMS LH 2 line weighs 5.58 g/cm (0.030" Ibs/in.) compared to 69.36
g/cm (0.1529 ibs/in.) for the all-metal line.
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TABLE 21. - OMS FEEDLINE WEIGHT COMPARISON
Line
Section
OMS
LOX I &2
3
4
OMS
LH 2 1
2
3
4
5
*Composite
*Actus i Weight
1674
794
594
1669
2014
2100
1814
1955
Main Engine LH 2 8144
Main Engine LOX 12383
Ibs
3.69
1.75
1.31
3.68
4.44
4.63
4.00
4.31
17.9
27.3
Predicted Weight
Optimized End Fittings
1234
617
513
540
989
989
558
83O
ibs
2.72
1.36
1.13
1.19
2.18
2.18
1.23
1.83
7775 17.1
14122 29.4
**All-meta 1
Predicted Weight
g Ibs
3846
1923
1538
1873
4164
4164
1352
2250
848
4.24
3.39
4.13
9.18
9.18
2.98
4.96
29510 65
48990 108
NOTES :
The actual weights of the OMS composite sections include end fittings
which were not weight optimized. The weights given for the main engine
lines do not include end fittings.
The weights given for the all-metal lines are for the same length of
line, but do not include end fittings of any type except for the main
engine LOX line. Since this line is aluminum it includes two 6800 g
(15 Ib) aluminum Conoseal flanges so that it can be attached to steel
bellows, sliding joints or distribution manifolds.
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Summary of OMS Test Results. - The results obtained from the test program
on the OMS LOX and LH 2 test items are summarized in ti_e following paragraphs:
o The actual chilldown time for the LH 2 test configuration was less than
the 2 seconds predicted;
o The Inconel liners must be heat treated when very rapid chilldown of
the composite tubes is anticipated. This new requirement is discussed
in the next section of this report (page 149);
o The steady-state heat input to the feedline can be accurately predicted;
o The test items performance is not degraded by thermal cycling or exposure
to typical space vehicle vibration environments;
o When the composite tubes are pressurized, some axial load is transferred
to the overwrap, as evidenced by the higher than expected burst pres-
sures ;
o The radial thermal conductance of the tube is very low when vented and
when pressurized adequately to close the gap between the overwrap and
the liner;
o A single layer of MLI provides a very satisfactory correction to the
high emissivity of the overwrap surface;
o The tubes are adequately low in thermal mass to consider flying the
feedline dry for a variety of missions.
Summary of Main Engine Test Results. - The results obtained from the test
program on the main engine test items are summarized in the following para-
graphs :
o Some wrinkling and buckling of the liner during the fabrication process
does not degrade the performance of the composite tube;
•o Large diameter composite tubes can withstand moderate bending and tor-
sional loads without loss of performance capabilities;
o Further development of the explosive bonding process is required to
obtain a reliable bond between Inconel liners and aluminum end fittings
although at least two successful bonds were obtained;
o Fabrication of large diameter tubes is very feasible, especially in
liner thicknesses exceeding approximately 0.12 cm (0.005 in.).
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Summary of Test Problems. - The significant problems encountered during
the test program are summarized as:
The low pressure leak checks performed during fabrication cannot be
used to accurately predict leakage of the composite tubes at operating
pressure ;
The temperature of the explosive bonded joint, as currently developed,
must be maintained below 422 K (300°F) to prevent unbonding of the
joint during fabrication or operation. During fabrication, the temp-
erature of the bonded joint can be controlled by using a chill ring
for welding operations.
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REQUIRED OR PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS
The problems encountered during the fabrication and test program suggest
several modifications to future designs. The modifications or changes
include:
o Liner Heat Treatment
o Knurling of the End Fittings
o More Stringent Leakage Criteria
Liner Heat Treatment. - During the rapid chilldown test of the LH 20MS
feedline assembly, a rather severe wrinkling of the annealed liner occurred.
Stress analysis did not indicate the need to heat treat the liner after
welding for the design pressures baselined in this program and no heat
treatment was performed on the tubing liners. After the chilldown test,
a stress analysis was performed assuming the overwrap remained at ambient
temperature, as indicated by thermocouples during test, while the liner
was chilled to 20 K (-423°F). The analysis shows the possibility of
exceeding the yield stress of annealed Inconel 718 during this rapid
chilldown operation. Although some additional cost is involved, it is
suggested the liners be heat treated prior to welding to the end fittings
to preclude this damage unless, for a specific use, no rapid chilldown is
contemplated. As a result of this test and the analysis, the chilldown
test for the LOX OMS lines was deleted to prevent the same damage. Of
interest, although both ends of each section of the LH 2 line were wrinkled
badly, only one of the ten joints demonstrated any leakage, and the burst
pressures were still higher than predicted.
Knurling of the End Fittings. - Knurls were added to the end fittings on
selected designs for contract NAS3-12047 (I) to provide torsional resistance
and torsional load transfer from the metal liner to the overwrap. A photo-
graph of a typical knurl is shown in Figure 72. This knurl also proved
capable of providing more effective axial load transfer to the overwrap
and could be used to further reduce the liner thickness. This capabil-
ity to transfer load was again demonstrated during this program by burst
testing the tube shown in Figure 73. The ultimate tensile stress in the
liner of 62,000 N/sq cm (90,000 psi) would be attained at an internal
pressure of 379 N/sq cm (550 psi). However, the tube failed at 638 N/sq
cm (925 psi) when the 1/2 layer of axially oriented overwrap failed in
tension and permitted an axial strain in the liner of adequate magnitude
to create a gap between the end of the hoop supporting overwrap and the
end fitting as shown in the figure. The liner failed in the hoop direction
at this gap.
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Figure 72. - Knurl on a 13 cm (5 in.) Diameter Tube
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Figure 73. - Burst Test Specimen With Knurled Ends
This knurl can help solve another problem encountered on this program--
that of damageduring handling. During removal of the LOXOMSassembly
from the vacuumchamber, one end of the horizontal tube section was
allowed to catch on the edge of the chamberopening. This occurred while
the tube was being lifted by an overhead crane and the resulting moment
caused major damageto the tube section as shown in Figure 74. The addi-
tion of a knurled section on the end fitting would assist transfer of
these excessive loads to the overwrap. However, this damagehas only
happenedone time while handing almost 200 different specimens through a
variety of fabrication and test activities on this and previous programs.
Proper handling should be adequate to eliminate the concerns but the knurl
could provide additional margin. The knurl can be described as a "Male
DiamondKnurl - Pitch 0.048" with 21 teeth per inch, and is approximately
1.2 cm (0.5 in.) wide.
The knurl has two apparent undesirable side-effects. First there is a
slight additional cost for end fitting fabrication and second, the knurl
causes axial compression in the liner during cure which mayresult in
wrinkles forming in the thinner liners. During overwrap, no release agent
is applied in the knurled area and a thin coat of the resin is brushed into
the knurl to assist in shear strength. The knurl may require an additional
1.2 cm (0.5 in.) length on the end fitting whenusing the resistance welded
style joint since the weld cannot be performed in the area of the knurl.
More Strinsent Leakage Criteria. Relatively minor, but out-of-tolerance
leakage in the liner-to-end fitting weld was a problem on this program,
as it was on the prior program. Since the tubes can be provided in the
leak-free condition at operating pressure (but with some risk of spoilage
and additional cost), the prevention of leakage was not specifically
addressed during the program--that is, leaky joints, are expensive to
replace when making only one or a few tubes but can be relatively easily
replaced during a production program.
One problem arises since leak checking the metallic liner to end fitting
joint cannot usually be performed at operating pressure because of the
lack of metal liner strength in the hoop direction or safety (without the
overwrap). This creates problems in locating a leak and suggests a
review of the applicabilities of lower pressure to determine leakage rates
at higher pressure. Frequently tubes thought to be leak-free at this low
pressure have significant leaks at higher pressure. Assuming viscous flow
of the gas through a leak, Poiseville's law can be used to quantify the
leak which occurs when the mean free path of the gas is smaller than the
cross section dimension of the hole (I0) Viscous flow normally occurs
with positive pressure methods such as mass spectrometer probing.
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Side View
152
End View
Figure 74. - Damaged LOX OMS Tube
From Reference i0:
4
_r _ 2Q- ]6_I (10-3) (P - P2 )
Where Q = Flow Rate, micron liters/sec
r = Radius of the leak path, cm
# = Viscosity of the gas, poise
I = Length of the leak path, cm
PI = Upstream Pressure, microns
P2 = Downstream Pressure, microns
The only variable for a fixed hole or leak path is pressure, and in
viscous flow, the leakage is proportional to the difference of the squares
of the pressures. A leak of helium gas at 1 atmosphere delta pressure
which is the typical level of leak checks at this stage of fabrication can
be compared to a working pressure of 45 N/sq cm (65 psi) using this
equation with the pressure as the only variable.
At the leak test level
= 1012 22 2 1.7 x microns
P1 - P2
and at the operating pressure level
2 2 1013 2
P1 - P2 = 1.6 x microns
which is a difference of one order of magnitude. This indicates a leak
check at the lower pressure level should be satisfactory.
An additional loss of sensitivity takes place because of the inability
to evacuate the inside of the liner and remove the air which is trapped
inside (i atmosphere). The addition of 1 atmosphere of helium to the
trapped air will result in a 50% solution of helium. Under viscous flow,
the two gases, air and helium, both will flow through a leak at the same
rate regardless of the concentrations in the mixture. Thus the sensitivity
will be 1/2 that with pure helium.
In practice, the leaks at operating pressures do not correlate at the
theoretical levels with the low pressure leak checks, indicating some
other variable exists which results in several orders of magnitude
difference in the respective leak rates. This difference can be explained
by a review of the configuration of the leak path. As the pressure in-
creases, metal strains increase and, quite likely, the radius of the leak
path will increase, again assuming a circular leak for simplicity. This
radius is a fourth power function in the equation and a small increase can
account for substantial additional leakage.
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The suggested criteria for the low pressure leak checks, in production
hardware, is no detectable leaks with a helium mass spectrometer at the
maximum safe pressure. While this will not assure no leakage at operat-
ing pressure, it should assure levels sufficiently low to provide good
service even if the line is a part of a vacuum jacketed assembly.
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND ADDITIONAL WORK REQUIRED
As a result of the knowledge and experience _ained from this program,
Martin Marietta Corporation makes the following recommendations for
additional work:
I) Further development of explosive bondin_ techniques as a method of
attac_ing end fittings, especially using the lightweight aluminum
end fittings and the efficient Inconel or stainless steel tube liners.
2) Quantification of the effects on the liner of a variety of overwrap
tensions and cure temperatures. Development of a useful equation
to determine the required internal pressure to offset the stresses
caused by these tensions and temperatures.
3) Extension of the upper temperature limits for the composite lines
to include the Space Shuttle LOX pressurization line, currently
required to be operated up to 667 K (+740°F).
4) Evaluation of the low density overwrap candidates including PRD49-III,
graphite, and boron. The evaluation should include analytical model-
ing, fabrication of tubes, and empirical verifications.
5) Comparison between the thermal performance of all-metal tubes and
candidate overwrapped composite feedlines by empirical evaluation
of the two using identical test settings.
6) Application and evaluation of thermal coatings for use in modifying
the surface emissivity of the composite. The coatings may be useful
when a layer of aluminized mylar would be exposed to damage.
7) An evaluation of the feasibility of using a braiding technique to
apply the overwrap.
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SUMMARYOFRESULTS
The purpose of this program was to investigate the feasibility of using
metal lined glass-fiber tubing as propellant outflow lines on cryogenic
space vehicles such as the Space Shuttle booster and orbiter.
The concept of the composite tubes includes thin walled metal liners, to
provide leak-free service and reduce conductive heat transfer, with an
overwrap of glass-fibers to provide structural integrity and handling
ability. The tubes are very lightweight when compared to conventional
tubing.
Results obtained during the course of the program include the following:
i) The most efficient use of the lines would be to locate the composite
section as near the tank as possible and make it as long as is practical;
2) The composite tubes are lightweight and could provide a significant
weight saving in the vehicle;
3) The composite tubes are sufficiently strong and rigid so that no
special handling techniques, other than ordinary care, are required;
4) Some wrinkling or slight buckling of the liner during fabrication
or assembly does not degrade the performance of the completed composite
line;
5) The test program confirms the analytical predictions for the tube
performance in weight, thermal characteristics, vibration, and burst
pressures;
6) The chilldown characteristics of the tubes could prove valuable by
permitting a long term use system to use a "dry" feedline, thus
eliminating the need for elaborate recirculation systems to keep the
system chilled during coast periods;
7) The tubes are cost competitive for the Space Shuttle external tank,
which allows an expenditure of $66/kg ($30/Ib) of weight saved per
launch vehicle. A weight savings of approximately 540 kg (1200 Ib)
per external tank can be realized by using the composite lines.
This weight saving represents a $36,000 saving for each launch
vehicle;
8) Manufacturing methods required to fabricate the thin metal liners
and apply the glass-fiber overwrap are available in the present
state-of-the-art; however, further development of the explosive
bonding technique may be warranted. While successful aluminum to
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9)
IO)
Inconel bonds were made on the 38 cm (15 in.) diameter LOX main engine
line, subsequent damage to one of the joints created the need for a
rebonding which was not successful. This process if refined, can reduce
feedline weight substantially;
While the 0.008 cm (0.003 in.) thick liner for the LH 2 main engine
feedline was successfully fabricated and the tube passed all tests,
a minimum gage of 0.013 cm (0.005 in.) is suggested for tubes over
25 cm (I0 in.) in diameter;
One of the LOX OMS tube sections was fabricated to include thicker
ends [0.012 cm (0.005 in.)] and an optimized thickness in other
areas. This process, accomplished by selectively redrawing the tube,
provides for easier, more reliable welding to the end fittings with-
out sacrificing weight.
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